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ABOUT THIS BOOK

MS -Office - one step at a time has been written to help
users to get to grips with the integrated components of
this package, namely, the word processor Word 6 for
Windows, the spreadsheet Excel 5, the presentation
graphics PowerPoint 4, and, if you have MS -Office Pro,
the database Access 2. No previous kncwledge of
these packages is assumed.

The book does not describe how to install and use
Microsoft Windows or how to set up your computer's
hardware, although some aspects of the Windows
environment, which you will need to <now, are
described. If you need to know more about these
topics, then may we suggest that you select an
appropriate level book for your needs from the 'Also
Available' list - the books are graduated in complexity
with the less demanding One step at a time series,
followed by the Concise Introduction series, followed by
the Concise User's guide series, to the more detailed
Explained series. They are all published by BERNARD
BABANI (publishing) Ltd.

The individual applications which make up Microsoft
Office are designed to work together and have the
same look and feel, which results in an easy learning
curve. For example, the majority of menus, toolbar
buttons, and dialogue boxes are the same in each
application, which gives them a consistent interface,
and makes it easier to share information between them.

Below we list some of the capabilities of this latest
version of Microsoft Office:

You can create a document in Microsoft Word,
and then embed a chart or a worksheet from
Excel in the Word document.

You can create a link between Microsoft Word
and the chart or worksheet in Excel so tha: when
you change the data in Excel, the Word
document is updated automatically.



You can open a Microsoft Word document in
PowerPoint, automatically creating a slide for
each heading that has the Heading 1 style.

You can insert an Excel worksheet in a
PowerPoint slide so that you can display it during
a presentation.

You can mail merge a letter written it Microsoft
Word with a contact list in the Access database.

If you have Microsoft Mail, you can route a Word
document, a PowerPoint presentation, or an
Excel worksheet to a group of reviewers, then
accept or reject their revisions.

As you can see, the various applications within
Microsoft Office can either be used by themselves or
made to share information. This book introduces each
application by itself, with sufficient detail to get you
working.

The book was written with the busy person in mind. It is
not necessary to learn all there is to know about a
subject, when reading a few selected pages can usually
do the same thing quite adequately. With ti -e help of
this book, it is hoped that you will be able to come to
terms with Microsoft Office and get the most out of your
computer in terms of efficiency, productivity and
enjoyment, and that you will be able to do it in the
shortest, most effective and informative way.

If you would like to purchase a Companion Disc for this or any of the listed
books by the same author(s), containing the file/program listings which
appear in them, then fill in the form at the back of the book and send it to
P.R.M. Oliver at the stipulated address.
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1. PACKAGE OVERVIEW

Microsoft Office is a collection of full -featured products
with the same look aid feel that work together as if they
were a single program.

Microsoft Office includes Microsoft Word, Excel, and
PowerPoint. The Professional version of Microsoft
Office (MS -Office Pro) includes, in addition to the above
applications, the fully relational database management
system called Access. With both versions of MS -Office
you also get a workstation licence for Microsoft Mail.

Microsoft Office applications have a built-in consistency
which makes them easier to use. For example, all
applications in MS -Office have standardised toolbars
and consistent menus. commands, and dialogue
boxes. Once you become familiar with one a oplication,
it is far easier to learn and use the others.

All MS -Office applications make use of what is known
as IntelliSense, which anticipates what you want do
and produces the correct result. For example,
AutoCorrect and AutoFormat in Word can, when
activated. correct common spelling mistakes and format
an entire document automatically, while TipWizard in
Excel can give you hints on how to work faster and
more efficiently. Other Wizards in all four applications
can help you with everyday tasks and/or make complex
tasks easier to manage.

With OfficeLinks aid OLE 2.0 (Object Linking and
Embedding), you can move and share information
seamlessly between MS -Office applications. For
example, you can drag information from one application
to another, and can insert a Microsoft Excel worksheet
directly into a Word document by simply click ng a
button on a Word toolbar.

Finally, Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications, gives
you a powerful and flexible development platform with
which to create custom solutions.
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Hardware and Software Requirements

If Microsoft Office is already installed on your computer,
you can safely skip the rest of this chapter.
To install and use MS -Office, you need an IBM-
compatible computer equipped with Intel's 80386sx (or
higher) processor. The minimum recommended
processor speed is 20 megahertz (MHz). In addition,
you need the following.

MS-DOS version 3.1 or later, plus any one of the
following: Microsoft Windows version 3.1,
Windows for Workgroups version 3.11, Windows
NT or Windows NT Advanced Server version.

Random access memory (RAM): 4MB; 8MB
recommended when running multiple programs.
Hard disc space available for MS -Office
Standard: 21MB for minimum installation; 49MB
for typical; 68MB for maximum. Fo- MS -Office
Pro: 29MB for minimum installation; 58MB for
typical; 82MB for maximum.

Video adapter VGA or higher resolution. If you
are using PowerPoint, you will need a 256 -colour
video adapter.

Pointing device: Microsoft Mouse or compatible.

Realistically, to run MS -Office Pro with reasonable
sized applications, you will need a 486 or a Pentium PC
with preferably 8MB of RAM. To run Microsoft Office
from a network, you must also have a network
compatible with your Windows operating environment,
such as Microsoft's Windows for Workgroups, Windows
NT, LAN Manager, or Novell's NetWare.

To use Microsoft Mail, you must acquire the server
version of Microsoft Mail for PC Networks, even though
MS -Office includes a client licence. The software
required to run Microsoft Mail is included with the server
version which must be ordered separately.
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Installing MS -Office

Installing MS -Office on your computer's hard disc is
made very easy with the use of the SETUP program,
which even configures MS -Office automatically to take
advantage of the computer's hardware. You need to run
the SETUP program because part of its job is to
convert compressed Office files f-om the distribution
discs prior to copying them onto your hard disc.

Note: If you are using a virus detection utility, disable it
before running SETUP, as it might conflict with it.

To install MS -Office, start Windows, then use the
Program Manager's File, Run command, as shown
below.

of ProgenmUmsper
file Options Window Help

New...

Open Enter
Move...
Copy... Fit

Cockle Del
properties... Alt.t nter

Bun...

I. Accessories

411
wife Pantblush Nons3s1 [aid& ihaader

Map

ff,
Clod. Calcutta. Itnrsel Reroldet Oland

[sit Windows.. Part eget

it
PIF F &or Read Ma pisi

g
g M S ow -d

Amadei

Selecting this command, opens the Run dialogue box:

ul Run

Command I ate

tenet

nun Mirwcared 11""
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Clicking the OK button, starts the installation of
Microsoft Office. SETUP does the following:

Asks you to close any open applications.

Prompts you to type your name and the name of
your organisation (optional).

Prompts you to write down the product ID
number on your registration card.

Prompts you to supply the path to the directory
where you want to install Office, and then checks
your system and the available hard disc space.

Next, select the type of installation you want. The
SETUP program provides four basic options. The
available options vary depending on hcw you are
installing Office; directly from discs or CD-ROM, or from
the network.

Typical installs the most common
features of the Office applications,
saving space on the hard disc.

Complete/Custom lets you install all of
the Office components, or select only
the features you want to install.

Laptop (Minimum) lets you select only
the applications you want and installs
the minimum required files.

Workstation is only available if you are
setting up Office from a network and
the network manager has provided the
option.

Obviously, depending on the type of set-up, some
options may not be available.
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If you select Complete/Custom installation, the
following is displayed:

Microsoft Office 4.3 Professional - Maintenance installation
In the Options list, select items yet_ want installed, cleat items you want removed.

II you want to install or remove pad of the selected option, choose Change Option.

Ilptions

El Microsoft Ward 7336 K
:] Mu:insult I xi ci
,1 M icrosoft Access

M icrosoft PoweiPoint
M icrosoft Office Manager

] S hored Applications
:7) Converters. Fillets. and Data Access
71, I ools

Duectory lot Currently Selected 0 >bon:

C:UiSOFFICEW/INWORD

Space Requited on C:
Space Available on C:

1/113 K
18333 K
16518 K

1514 K
2691 K
7522 K
440 K

Descoption

Microsoft Wool 6 0

Change Option.

Change peseta,: I

69492 K Capone/1s to Add
680480 K Comgetnerts to Remove

Continue I Cancel Help I

0

Make sure the check boxes next to the application or
component names are selected fcr all items that you
want to install. A selected item displays an "x" in its
check box. If you do not want to install an application or
component, make sure that its check box is cleared by
clicking it. To install all of the applications and all of
their components, choose the Continue button.

To install part of an application or component, highlight
its name by clicking it, then click :he Change Option
button. Clear the check boxes for any options you don't
want to install. and then choose the OK button. When
you finish, choose the Continue button.

Depending on the options you select, you may need to
respond to additional prompts. Finally, SETUP asks
you to select the Windows program group that will
contain the Microsoft Office icons. but suggests as a
default the name Microsoft Office.
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To complete your set-up, you may need to restart
Windows, in which case the program returrs you to the
Program Manager window.

During set-up, the Microsoft Office Manage- is added to
the Windows StartUp program group so that the Office
Manager will start automatically whenever you start
Windows.

Should you require to add or remove an Office
application, you can always re -run SETUP. Doing so,
displays the following screen:

:ilicrosoft Office -1.3 Professional Setup

Microsoft (Alice 4.) liolession.l Seto

,pt Welcome M tlu bloclosolt Mlles 4 3 Piolessional
insralafton aminterAnc p100111M.

16i. pavan olinwro pm to make dangne W 'row c wont inetallhom al
Mixovoll Oftic 4 3 Prolassional P1.444 meorot am al No folowne
apIkorar

3modal

ftemovn Al

AS rte.. CanrOrvirtg o ornr,or n.tal.d ororcno.41
over. torairton

Sem* WI iMelerion. mistanno moan Kr, ANY, *v.

Penn.. ei prwAccal, neeled coroorwris

From here you can choose to Add cr Remove
components of the package, Reinstall by restoring
missing files and settings, or Remove All previously
installed components. Selecting the first option,
displays the screen shown on the previous page, from
which you can select the components you want to add
or remove.
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Starting the Program

After MS -Office is installed, the following icon bar
appears at the top -right corner of your screen.

171Bsirt R:111

Word I xcel PinkerPoint Access Find File MS -Office

The icons that appear on this toolbar can be changed,
or added to, by first clicKing the MS -Office icon, then
selecting the Customize option from the drop -down
menu. This displays the Customize dialogue box on
which you can select other options by checking the
small box against each name. The three tabs on this
dialogue box control what appears on the Toolbar and
the drop -down Menu, and what yoL. View.

To remove all the icons from your screen, click the
MS -Office icon and select Exit. Clicking one of the first
four icons, starts the appropriate MS -Office application.

MS -Office Program Icons:
MS -Office applications can be started, wher Windows
is running, from within the Microsoft Office group
window (shown below) which the SETUP program
created in the Program Manager.

Office
Readme

Help

Graph PowerPointPowerPoint Media
AutoConvert Viewer Player

r

U e

Microsoft
Wad

Word
Dialog
E deo(

Miciosoll
Access

Microsoft Microsoft .4icrosat
Excel Query PowerPoir it

426
MS Access Online
Workgroup Documentation,
Administrator
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To start any one of the four MS -Office applications,
either double-click the appropriate icon in the Microsoft
Office group window, or double-click an appropriate
document file in the Windows File Manager.

The Mouse Pointers

In MS -Office applications, as with all other graphical
based programs, the use of a mouse makes many
operations both easier and more fun to carry out.
MS -Office makes use of the mouse pointers available
in Windows, as illustrated below, which it uses for its
various functions. When an MS -Office application is
initially started up the first you will see is the hourglass,
which turns into an upward pointing hollow arrow once
the individual application screen appears on your
display. Other shapes depend on the type of work you
are doing at the time.

2 The hourglass which displays when you are
waiting while performing a function.

The arrow which appears when the pointer
is placed over menus, scrolling bars, and
buttons.

The I-beam which appears in normal text
areas of the screen.

The large 4 -headed arrow which appears
after choosing the Control, Move/Size
command(s) for moving or sizing windows.

8 <g> The double arrows which appear when over
gi the border of a window, used to drag the

side and alter the size of the window.

The Help hand which appears in the Help
windows, and is used to access 'hypertext'
type links.
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MS -Office applications, like other Windows packages,
have additional mouse pointers which facilitate the
execution of selected commands. Some of these are:

1..? The query pointer which appears on the
screen after you click the Help outton on
the Toolbar. Pointing to a command rame
or an area on the screen and clicking,
allows you to view a Help topic relating to
the selected item.

4 The vertical pointer which appears when
pointing over a column in a table or
worksheet and used to select the column.

The horizontal pointer which appears when
pointing at a row in a table or worksheet
and used to select the row.

The slanted arrow which appears when the
pointer is placed in the selection bar area
of text or a table.

The vertical split arrow which appears
when pointing over the area separating two
columns and used to size a column.

The horizontal split arrow which appears
when pointing over the area separating two
rows and used to size a row.

-1- The frame cross which you drag to create
a frame.

The draw pointer which appears when you
are drawing freehand.

MS -Office has a few additional mouse pointers to the
ones above, but their shape is mostly self-evident.
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Manipulating Windows

To use MS -Office or any Windows program effectively,
you will need to be able to manipulate a series of
windows, to select which one is to be active, to move
them, or change their size, so that you can see all the
relevant parts of each one. What follows is a short
discussion on how to manipulate windows.

To help with the illustration of the various points to be
discussed shortly, we will create three windows in the
Microsoft Word program. To do this, start Word by

double-clicking on its icon, then click the OK
button to close the Tip of the Day dialogue
box, and click twice the New icon, shown
here, to be found at the extreme left on the
Word Toolbar, to display three new

documents on the screen. When Document3 is
displayed, select the Window, Arrange All command.
The three opened windows then rearrange in tile form,
as shown below.

An example of 'tiled windows

Documen12

cumentl

IA I le

Note: When using MS -Office, it is very easy to open
more documents than you need. To conserve memory,
check with the Window command and close any
unwanted documents, by first making them active (see
next section), then using the File, Close command.
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Changing the Active Window:
To make a Document window the active one, point to it
and click the left mouse button. or, if you are in full
screen mode or the window is obscured, choose the
Window option of the menu and select its name from
the displayed list.

Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes:
To move a window, or a dialogue box, point to the title
bar and drag it (press the left button and keep it
pressed while mov ng the mouse) until the shadow
border is where you want it to be (as shown below),
then release the mouse button.

Sizing a Window:
To size an active w ndow, move it so that the side you
want to change is visible, them place the mouse pointer
to the edge of the window or corner so that it changes
to a two -headed arrow, then drag the two -headed arrow
in the direction you want that side or corner to move
and release the mouse button. Below, we are moving
the right side of the window towards the right, thus
making the window arger.

Documentl
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Minimising and Maximising Windows:
A document window (or an application) can be
minimised into an icon at the bottom of the screen. This
can be done by clicking the 'Minimise' button (the
downward arrow in the upper -right corner of the
window).

nocvnent2 Doctorert

In the above screen dump we show the Document2
and Document3 windows minimised at the bottom of
the screen and the mouse pointer pointing at the
minimise button of Document1 window.

To maximise a window so that it fills the ertire screen,
click on the 'Maximise' button (the upward arrow in the
upper -right corner of the window).

An application which has been minimised or maximised
can be returned to its original size and position on the

screen by either double-clicking on its icon to
expand it to a window, or clicking on the
double -headed button in the upper -right
corner of the maximised window, shown here,
to reduce it to its former size.
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Closing a Window:
A document window can be closec at any time to save
screen space and memory by double-click on the
Control menu button (the large hyphen in the upper -left
corner of the window).

DocumenII a

11-e.

'TM 1 1.

If you try to close a window of an application document,
such as that of Document1, in which you have made
changes since the last time you saved it, you will get a
warning in the form of a dialogue box asking
confirmation prior to closing it. This safeguards against
loss of information.

The Menu Bar Options

Each MS -Office application has its own Menu bar which
is situated at the top of the screen, just under the
Toolbar (the one that contains the various command
icons). Below, we show Word's Menu bar options.

Microsoft Word
Pe Edit View Insert Format Dols TAble Window

Other MS -Office applications might not have the same
options, but learning to access the sub -menus of one,
teaches you how to handle the others.

Each Menu bar option has associated with it a pull -
down sub -menu. To activate the menu, either press the
<Alt> key, which causes the first cption of the menu (in
this case the File option) to be highlighted, then use the
right and left arrow keys to highlight any of the other
options on the Meru bar, or use the mouse to point to

13



an option. Pressing the <Enter> key, or clicking the left
mouse button, reveals the pull -down sub -menu of the
highlighted menu option.

The sub -menu of the File option is shown below.

open... Ctr1.0
close

Save
Save As...
Save All

CtrEtS

find File...
Summary Into...
Templates

Page Setgp
Print Preview
Print... CtrIti,

Exit

Menu options can also be activated
directly by pressing the <Alt> key
followed by the underlined letter of
the required option. Thus, pressing
<Alt+F>, causes the pull -down File
sub -menu to be displayed. You can
use the up and down arrow keys to
move the highlighted bar up and
down a sub -menu, or the right and
left arrow keys to move along the
options on the Menu bar.

Note that as you move up and down a sub -menu, the
Status bar shows a brief description of the highlighted
option. Pressing the <Enter> key, selects the
highlighted option. Pressing the <Esc> key once,
closes the pull -down sub -menu, while pressing it for a
second time, closes the menu system.

Some of the sub -menu options can be accessed with
'quick key' combinations from the keyboard. Such
combinations are shown on the drop -down menus, for
example, <CtrI+S> is the quick key for Save option in
the File sub -menu. If a sub -menu option is not
available, at any time, it will display in a grey colour.

Shortcut Menus:
If you click the right mouse button on any screen, or
document, a shortcut menu is displayed with the most
frequently used commands relating to the type of work
you are doing at the time.

The screen on the next page shows the shortcut menu
that opens when working with Word and the editing
area is selected.
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Documentl

Font...
Paragraph... [
HuIlets and Numbering..

v ©]*II I FT -

In a similar way, whatever you are doing in an
MS -Office application, you have rapid access to a
menu of relevant functions by right clicking your mouse.
Left clicking the mouse at a menu selection will choose
that function.

Dialogue Boxes:
Three periods after a sub -menu option or command,
means that a dialogue box will open when the option or
command is selected. A dialogue box is used for the
insertion of additioral information, such as the name of
a file or path.

To see a dialogue box, from within Word press <Alt+F>,
and select the Open option. The 'Open' dialogue box
appears on the screen as follows:

r--

F4e Row

Open

List Fez of bps

aintelasisc
e:UssoffscsAvoinatot

tee,
II:dime
rentstord
startup

(L) template

a
Mixes:

Wool Documents I' loci

OK

Cancel 1

Eind

WLadino
Conversions

frj r Ilead Only
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When a dialogue box opens, the easiest way to move
around it is by clicking with the mouse, otherwise the
<Tab> key can be used to move the curscr from one
column in the box to another (<Shift+Tab> moves the
cursor backwards), or alternatively you can move
directly to a desired field by holding the <Alt> key down
and pressing the underlined letter in the field name.
Within a column of options you must use the arrow
keys to move from one to another.

Having selected an option or typed in information, you
must press a command button such as the OK or
Cancel button, or choose from additional options. To
select the OK button with the mouse, simply point and
click, while with the keyboard you must first press the
<Tab> key until the dotted rectangle moves to the
required button, and then press the <Enter> key.
Pressing <Enter> at any time while a dialogue box is
open, will cause the marked items to be selected and
the box to be closed.

Some dialogue boxes contain List boxes which show a
column of available choices (similar to the one at the
bottom of the previous screen dump which appeared by
pressing the down-arrow button). If there are more
choices than can be seen in the area provided, use the
scroll bars to reveal them. To select a single item from
a List box, either double-click the item, or use the arrow
keys to highlight the item and press <Enter>.

Other dialogue boxes contain Option buttons with a list
of mutually exclusive items. The default choice is
marked with a black dot against its name, while
unavailable options are dimmed. Other dialcgue boxes
contain Check boxes which offer a list of cptions you
can switch on or off. Selected options show a cross in
the box against the option name.

To cancel a dialogue box, either press the Cancel
button, or press the <Esc> key. Pressing the <Esc> key
in succession, closes one dialogue box at a time, and
eventually aborts the menu option.
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2. THE WORD WORD PROCESSOR

Starting the Program

Word is started in Windows either by double-clicking
the left mouse button on the 'Microsoft Word' icon, or by
double-clicking on a Wcrd document file ;with the
extension .doc) in the Windows File Manager. Ir the
latter case the document will be loaded into Word at the
same time.

The first time you start Word you get the 'Tip of the Day'
window displayed. You could easily spend a lot of time
reading the numerous useful tips by clicking at the Next
Tip button.

Ti of the Da

you know

You can change the line spacing for a paragraph by using
shortcut keys Press CTRL+7 for single spacing, CT RL+5
lor 1 5 -line spacing, or CT RL+2 for double spacing

13Z Show Tips at Startup

OK I

More Tips...

Help

If you would like a different tip to appear every time you
start Word. then place the mouse pointer on the little
square at the bottom of the window and click the left
mouse button to check it. If this box is not checked, the
Tip of the Day window will not appear on start-up. The
choice is yours.
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Getting Familiar with Word

Word has two options under the Help menu which
allow you to familiarise yourself with the package;
Quick Preview and Examples and Demos
The first one of these, is a show tutorial. To access it,
use the Help, Quick Preview command which
displays:

Quick,
fteview
Microsoft Word for Windows

version 6 0

LETTING STARTED

yotArs NEW?

'IPS FOR WordPerfect USERS

To thoose a demonsfeatIon. click a
demo or peas A.T. an unclaimed
lettel

Behen In Word

This tutorial is a good introduction to the powerful
features of Word. It takes about half an hour to work
through and is well worth the time. You can of course
run through the different options as often as you like,
and not necessarily in the presentation crder. When
you have finished, press the Return to Word button.

The second familiarisation option offers detailed
information on a number of selected topics, and has the
added ability of letting you practise on them. To access
this option, start Word and use the Help, Examples
and Demos command, which causes tl-e following
screen to be displayed.
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Word Examples and Demos

Examples and Demos

U Getting Started

U Typing end Editing

U Proofing and Reviewing

O Formatting Text

 Formatting Paragraphs

O Automatic 1 ormatting and Styles

Li Working with Tables

CO

U Page Design end Layout

Li Graphics and Frames

 Working with Long Documents

U Locating and Printing Documents

U Using Word in a Workgroup

Lf Mail Merge

Automating Your Work

As you can see from the list above, this option gives
you far more detailed information on a much larger
selection of topics. We suggest you return to this option
often to build up ycur knowledge of the package.

The Word Screen

The opening 'blank' screen of Word for Windows is
shown overleaf. It is perhaps worth spending some time
looking at the various parts that make up this screen.
Word follows the usual Microsoft Windows conventions
and if you are familiar with these you can skip through
this section. Otherwise a few minutes might be well
spent here.

The window as siown takes up the full screen area
available. If you click on the application restore button,
the top one of the two restore buttons at the top right of
the screen, you can make Word show in a smaller
window. This can be useful when you are running
several applications at the same time and you want to
transfer between them with the mouse.
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Document Control Menu Rox I rile Bar Minimise Button s,

Microsoh Word Documenll
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&
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ifr-14

12(---------... I-nd Starker Ruler Split Box
T------.............,_ Formatting Bar

Insertion Point
Vertical croll Box

Mouse Pointer
-\......A

Vertical Scro I Bar

Selection Bar

Status Bar Scroll Arrows

Views Buttons
Horizontal Scroll Bar

Horizontal Scroll Box

ANL
onctria

, pn-6.1---s.Tc-, - TA- M L., Con :
6111 Pll ffeT Riisc lel Fill

... 4

Note that the Word window, which in this case displays
an empty document with the title 'Documentl', has a
solid 'Title bar', indicating that it is the active application
window. Although multiple windows can be displayed
simultaneously, you can only enter data into the active
window (which will always be displayed on top). Title
bars of non active windows appear a lighter shade than
that of the active one.

The Word screen is divided into several areas which
have the following functions:

Area Function
Control Boxes Clicking on the top control menu

box, displays the pull -down
Control menu which can be used
to control the program window. It
includes commands for re -sizing,
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moving, maximising, minimising,
switching to another task, and
closing the window. The lower
menu box controls the current
document window in the same
manner.

Title Bar The bar at the top of a window
which displays the application
name and the name of the current
document.

Menu Bar The bar below the Title bar which
allows you to choose from several
menu options. Clicking on a menu
item displays the pull -down menu
associated with that item.

Toolbar The bar below the Menu bar
which contains buttons that give
you mouse click access to the
functions most often used in the
program. These are grouped
according to function, for example,
the first three buttons deal with file
manipulation, the next four with
editing functions, etc.

Restore Buttons When clicked on, these buttons
restore the active window to the
position and size occupied oefore
being maximised or minimised.
The restore button is then
replaced by a Maximise button,
with a single up -pointing arrow,
which can be used to set the
window to its former size.

Minimise Box The button you point to and click
to store an application as an icon
(small symbcl) at the bottom of the
screen. Double clicking or such
an icon will restore the screen.
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Formatting Bar The buttons on the Formatting Bar
allow you to change the attributes
of a font, such as italic and
underline, and also to :ormat text
in various ways. The Formatting
Bar contains three boxes; a style
box, a font box and a size box
which show which style, font and
size of characters are currently
being used. These boxes give
access to other installed styles,
fonts and character sizes.

Ruler The area where you can see and
set tabulation points and indents.

Split Box The area to the extreme right of
the Ruler which when dragged
allows you to split the screen.

Scroll Bars The areas on the screen (extreme
right and bottom of each window)
that contain scroll boxes in vertical
and horizontal bars. Clicking on
these bars allows you to control
the part of a documert which is
visible on the screen.

Scroll Arrows The arrowheads at each end of
each scroll bar at which you can
click to scroll the screen up and
down one line, or left and right
10% of the screen, at a time.

Selection Bar The area on the screer in the left
margin of the Word window
(marked here with a box for
convenience), where the mouse
pointer changes to an arrow that
slants to the right. Clicking the left
mouse once selects the current
line, while clicking twice selects
the current paragraph.
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Views Buttons

Status Bar

Clicking these buttons cha-iges
screen views quickly.

The bottom line of the screen that
displays information relating to
your document, and in which a
short description appears on what
a button does when you poin-. and
click at it.

For a brief description on how tc action the various
Menu bar options and what they do when executed,
refer to the end of Chapter 1. Obviously, the Menu bar
options differ slightly from one MS -Office application to
the next, but their general form and behaviour remains
the same.

The Formatting Bar:
This is located below the Toolbar az the top of the Word
for Windows screen and is divided into seven sections,
as shown below. These can only be accessed by
clicking on them with the left mouse button.

Da
Microsoft Word  Documentl

He Edit View Insert For teal Touts Table Yin duw Help

INEIF1 nitIF2 1312117117 MUM 12±1 NEMOM [i] 1 nnz I J CU

Style button

Current Style

Paragraph Styles

I oini s,re Sum,

Current point size

Font button

Current font

Indent.,tion

Numbering

Justification

Character tormAt Inc

The Current Style box on the left of the Character
formatting buttons. shows the style of the current
paragraph; the one containing the cursor. By clicking
the down-arrow button next to it, a list of ell the
available styles in the active template is produced (as
shown). Clicking on one of these will change the style
of the current paragraph.
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To the right of the Style button is the Current font box
which shows the current typeface. Clicking on the
down-arrow button to the right of it allows you to
change the typeface of any selected text. -he Current
point size box shows the size of selected characters.
This size can be changed by clicking on the
down-arrow button next to it and selecting another size
from the displayed list.

Next, are three Character formatting buttons which
allow you to enhance selected text by emboldening,
italicising, or underlining it. The next four buttons allow
you to change the justification of a selected paragraph
while the next four help you set the different types of
Numbering and Indentation options. The last button
allows you to add borders and shading to selected
paragraphs, table cells and frames.

The Status Bar:
This is located at the bottom of the Word window and is
used to display statistics about the active document.
For example, when a document is being opened, the
Status bar displays for a short time its name and length
in terms of total number of characters. Once a

document is opened, the Status bar displays the
statistics of the document at the insertion point; here it
is on Page 2, Section 1, 1 character from the left
margin. Double-clicking the left of the status bar
displays the Go To dialogue box. There is even help for
WordPerfect users converting to Word. To activate this
facility, use the Help command, click the Options
button in the displayed dialogue box, and check the
Help for WordPerfect Users box.

1-Page 2 Sec 1 2;3 At 3 3crn Lrl 3 Cx 1 19321 77 t- 10- 1 11

Lines to top of page Mark revisions
entimetres to top of page WordNil

2nd page out of 3 H

Current time

elp
tiSecon No Record macro 0vertype

age No Extend SectionCharacters from left margin
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Using Help in Word

Using the Microsoft Windows Help Program, Word
provides on-line Help for every function. Yoe can
re -size, move, tile, or cascade the Help window and the
current document so that you can keep both of them
displayed at the same time.

Help topics can be printed on pacer by se'ecting the
topic, then using Help's File, Print Topic commard, as
shown below.

r".1 Microsoft
File Edit View Insert Fermat Tools

O eola 1%11 H ti
Namd al Imes New 114.en Qt m- a

File

Open.

How to Use Help

Edit Bookmark Ilelp

erint Topic r\
Print Setup...

HIMEM. TXI

HIMEM SYS1

HIMEM SYS m an mstallable derte inner whir
(eXtended Memory Spenficatton) Vernon 2 0 It
programs on 80236 and 80386 systems verth erte
the extended memory using a standard, machine
also allows MS-DOS programs to unfree 4 64K r
pat above the 1MB boundary for code and data

If you have an expanded memory (EMS, not XIV:
configure the board so that some part of the men,,
extended memory (64K would be °puma), leavx-

i
If other extended memory programs are also heir,
use the XMS mderfac to manage th extended st 4

ilitT) Mitt I l
n5.0. I S. t -VT-IAt r

teak I mobs, ifilowsew

How lo Use Help

EsIt alp, choose Help Besics
use me spo.por to snew information not
visible in me Help window

To choose er Help topic
S Clock the underlined to i;oi you went to

view

Or press TAB to select the tope:. end then
press DUB

Introduction
Help besoc

How To...
panatela a flea Taco'
Chooser a Junta
Coc'5 a Hello To. is onto me Dinbeeird
Define and Use Bookman
aettieialr.vn Yeor.iWicat_On
feet "silo on "oa o.
Move Aret,ncl in Help

r en Ann* xr I isdn

In addition, there are several ways to obtain on-line
Help. These are:

On-line Help Messages: Word displays a command
description in the Status bar when you choose a menu
or command.
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Context Sensitive Help: Simply press Fl to get instant
help on any menu function that you are carrying out. If
you are not using a menu box you will bring up the Help
Contents window. Selecting the File, Exit command
(<Alt+F> followed by X), will close the Help window and
return you to your original screen. The <Alt+F4> quick
key combination may also be used to exit Help.

Another way of getting context sensitive help is to click
the Help button on the Toolbar, shown here, then move

the modified mouse pointer to an area of the
Pt3document or on to a particular Toolbar button
and press the left mouse button.

The Help Menu: Choose Help, to display the menu,
then choose Index to display the Word Help Index
shown here. Clicking one of the letter buttons, causes

Word Help to jump to
Word Help pa the relevant part of the

Die Ldil Bookmark litrIp listing which starts with
I (Lock 1 Haim, I EndeiI the chosen letter. With

Index
the keyboard, press
<Tab> to select the

(ampersand desired letter, then press
" (estensk) <Enter>. (Formula) held
7 (question mark)

(accent cocurnfle) Most of the Word
inserting as symbol manual contents are intyping

(accent grave) it; you just have to findinserting as symbol
typing them. Many Help topics

- (tilde)
contain cross-referencesas search operator

inserting es symbol to other re ated Helptyping
()copyright symbol topics. which display in

inserting es symbol reen. These are oftentyping g
*registered trademark symbol known as 'hypertext'inserting es symbol

typing links, and clicking the
. (accent acute)

Ir- hand pointer on them
displays their content.
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3. WORD DOCUMENT BASICS

When the program is first used, all Word's features
default to those shown on page 20. It is quite possible
to use Word in this mode, without changing any main
settings, but obviously it is possible to customise the
package to your exact needs, as we shall see later.

Entering Text

In order to illustrate some of Word's capabilities, you
need to have a short text at hand. We suggest you type
the memo displayed below into a new document. At this
stage, don't worry if the length of the lines below differ
from those on your display.

As you type in text, any time you want to force a new
line, or paragraph, just press <Enter>. While typing
within a paragraph, Word sorts out line lengths
automatically (known as 'word wrap'), without you
having to press any keys to move to a new I.ne. If you
make a mistake while typing, press the <BkSp> key
enough times to erase the mistake and start again.

MEMO TO PC USERS
Networked Computers
The microcomputers in the DP room are a mixture of IBM
compatible 486 machines of varying speed, memory and
hard disc capacity. Each machine is equipped with a 3.5"
floppy disc drive of 1.44MB capacity, so that you can save
your data on your own diskette.

The computer you are using will have at least a 250MB
hard disc on which a number of software packages have
been installed. To make life easier, the hard disc is highly
structured with each package installed in a separate
directory. When the computer is first switched on, the
following prompt is displayed on your screen:

C:\>
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Moving Around a Document

You can move the cursor around a document with thenormal direction keys, and with the key combinationslisted below.

To move Press
Left one character E -
Right one character
Up one line :13
Down one line
Left one word Ctr1+4--
Right one word Ctr1+->
To beginning of line Home
To end of line End
To paragraph beginning Ctr1+1'
To paragraph end Ctrl+
Up one screen PgUp
Down one screen PgDn
To top of previous page Ctrl+PgUpTo top of next page Ctrl+PgDn
To beginning of file Ctrl+HomeTo end of file Ctrl+End

In a multi -page document, use the Edit, Go Tocommand (or <Ctrl+G>), to jump to a specified pagenumber.

Obviously, you need to become familiar with the abovemethods of moving the cursor around a document,
particularly if you are not using a mouse and you spotan error in a document which needs to be corrected,which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Templates and Paragraph Styles

When you start Word for tie first time, the Style Status
box (at the extreme left of the Formatting bar) contains
the word Normal. This means that all the text you have
entered. at the moment. is shown in the Ncrmal
paragraph style which is one of the styles available in
the NORMAL template. Every document produced by
Word has to use a template, and NORMAL is the
default. A template contains, both The document page
settings and a set o: formatting instructions which can
be applied to text.

Changing Paragraph Styles:
To change the style of a paragraph, do the following:

Place the cursor (insertion pointer) on the
paragraph in question, say the title line

Left click the Style Status button, and select the
Heading 1 stye.

The selected paragraph reformats instantly in bold, and
in Arial typeface of point size 14.

With the cursor in the second line of text. select
Heading 3 which reformats the line in bold, and Times
New Roman point size 12. Your memo should look
quite presentable now, as shown below.

iF---=1J.11.11.mlriliifilEi Lti

INotnal lJ [Imp. New llornAn Lti10 Lti ni of ILA
gl s

MEMO TO PC USERS

Networked computers
The microcomputers in the DP room are a mixture of 1I3M compatible
486 machines of varying speed, memory and hard disc capacity. Each
machine is equipped with a 3.5" floppy disc drive of 1.44MB capacity, so
that you can save your data on your own diskette
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Document Screen Displays

ylew
 Normal

Outline
Page Layout
Master Document

Full Screen

Toolbars...
JHuler

Header and Footer

Zoom...

Word provides four display
modes, Normal, Outline, Page
Layout, and Master Document, as
well as the options to view your
documents in a whole range of
screen enlargements by selecting
Zoom. You control all these
viewing options with the View
sub -menu, shown here, and
when a document is displayed
you can switch freely between
them. When first loaded the
screen displays in Normal mode.

Selecting the other mode options has the following
effect:

Normal

Outline

Returns you to normal view-
ing from either Outline or
Page Layout viewing mode.

Provides a collapsible view
of a document. which en-
ables you to see its organi-
sation at a glance. You can
display all the text in a file,
or just the text that uses the
paragraph styles you spec-
ify. Using this mode, allows
you to quickly rearrange
large sections of text.

Some people like to create
an outline of their document
first, consisting of all the
headings, then to sort out
the document structure and
finally fill in the text.
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Page Layout

Master Document

Full Screen

Air

Provides a WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get)
view of a document. The
text displays in the type-
faces and point sizes you
specify, and with the se-
lected attributes (alignment,
indention, spacing, etc.). All
frames, tables, graphics,
headers, footers, and foot-
notes appear on the screen
as they will in the final
printed document.

Provides you with al outline
view of a document That
takes its contents f-om one
or more Word documents.
For example, each chapter
of a book could be made
into a sub-documen: of such
a Master Document. The
Master Document could
then be used to reorganise,
add or remove sub -
documents. Select ng this
mode. causes Word to dis-
play the Master Document
and Outlire toolbars,

Presents you with a clean,
uncluttered screen; the
Toolbars, Ruler, Scroll bars
and Status bar are removed
To return to the
usual screen, click
the 'Full' icon,
shown here, which
appears at the
bottom of your screen when
in this mode.

FuN
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Zoom Allows you to change the
viewing magnification factor
from its default value of
100%. This can
also be changed
by clicking the
'Zoom Control'
icon on the Tool-
bar. Clicking its
down arrow
button, reveals
other magnifica-
tion factors, as shown here.

2002
1502
1002
752
502
252
102
P Width

Changing Default Options

Modifying Margins:
To change the standard page margins for your entire
document from the cursor position onward, or for
selected text (more about this later), do the following:

Select the File, Page Setup command

Click the left mouse button at the Margins tab on
the displayed dialogue box, shown below.

Page Setup

/1801ini P lea eon Source
Low F. ----al Preview_

OR I
Lwow 17---t1

[ Caned I
Left 177tin?!1

I asla.A.. IRight 1777---M i>,
1 Hata I

Guile, ,r. i3
Ewe Edge r )4,..

Ma.,...Foot:I-Hustled: III ri*-7-E1
Apply To kh.,1.- t.,.....,t II

The 'Preview' page in the middle of the box shows how
your changes will look on a real page.
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Changing the Default Paper Size:
To change the default paper size from Letter (the
standard American page size) to A4 (the standard
British page size), do the following:

Select the File, Page Setup command

Click the left mouse button at the Paper Size tab
on the displayed dialogue box, shown below

Click the down-arrow against the Paper Size box
to reveal the list of available paper sizes

Change the page size as shown below, and
press the Default button and confirm that you
wish this charge to affect all new documents
based on the NORMAL template.

i...-- Pa . e Sete.

Palm SiKe (rout

Papet Size : Parziew

AI 110  297 Inn 7 OK

Lellef 8 4  11 in Cancel
11/cps1 11 4  14 in
I.-AA...nye 7 14 x 10 11 in aeleisli... l-
1 nn Minn 4 1/11 '1 4 ' iiell.

.ii
6. Peace*

hpeir TO 1Whofin Dtx unrnt Lil

Check that the paper size matches that in your printer,
otherwise you may get strange results. The orientation
of the printed page is normally Portrait (text prints
across the page width), but you could choose to
change this to Landscape which prints across the page
length, as long as your printer can print in landscape.
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Modifying the Paper Source:
Clicking on the third Page Setup tab, displays yet

another dialogue box, part of
which is shown here, from which

Default if uto Soled" you can select the paper source.
You might have a printer that
holds paper in trays, in which
case you might want to specify
that the first page (headed paper

Paper Catsette
perhaps), should be taken from
one tray, while the rest of the

paper should be taken from a different tray.

uto Select
MP Tray

t Paper Cassette

Wm Para*:
OelauN Tr. Auto Seise

&it Pte.

ate Select
MP trap

Modifying the Page Layout:
Clicking the last Page Setup tab displays the Layout

dialogue box. part of which is
shown here. From this dialogue
box you can set options for
headers and footers, section
breaks, vertical alignment and
whether to add line numbers.

The default for Section Start is
'New Page' which allows the
section to start at the top of the
next page. Pressing the down

arrow against this option, allows you to change this
choice.

In the Headers and Footers box you can specify
whether you want one header or footer for even -
numbered pages and a different header or footer for
odd -numbered pages. You can further specify if you
want a different header or footer on the first page from
the header or footer used for the rest of the document.
Word can align the top line with the 'Top' margin, but
this can be changed with the Vertical Alignment
option.

Sectron Slott:

1Np. Page

Meadest and Foams

r Damen( add and Even
r Dement East PIMP

Yettieal Alognment:

I I "P

Liie Humbert...
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Changing Other Default Options:
You can also change the default options availab e to
you in Word for Windows, by selecting the Tools,
Options command. Using the displayed Op:ions
dialogue box (shown below) you can:

Specify the default View options. For example,
you can select whether non -printing characters,
such as Tabs, Spaces, and Paragraph marks,
are shown or not.

Adjust the General Word settings, such as the
colour of text and its background, and the units
of measure frcm inches to centimetres.

Adjust the Print settings,
Print Order mode, or
Summary Info or Annota

Change the Save options
Always Create Backup
work.

such as the Reverse
choose to print the

tions.

. such as selecting the
Copy option for your

0.tions

Save S Pan71 GrammarAubformat
11 Revisions Use Into 1 Compatibity File Lo:ations

View General I Edit Print

I Normal View Options

Show OK

r aralt Font I- Field Codes Cancel
E Wrap to Window r Bookmarks
f- Placeholders Filed Shading:

Help
Eicttne

'When Selected I_t.1

Window -----------1 . rHonprinting Characters
fk Status Oar 1 i r Tab Characters
Fc Horizontal Scroll Bar I- Spaces
Di Vertical Scroll Bar r- Paragraph Marks

I- Optional Hyphens
Style Area Width: I- Hidden Text
0 cm 'i r All



Saving to a File

To save a document to disc, use either of the following
two commands:

File, Save which is used when a document has
previously been saved to disc in a named file:
using this command automatically saves your
work under the existing filename without
prompting you.

File, Save As command which is used when you
want to save your document with a different
name from the one you gave it already.

Using the File, Save As command (or the very first time
you use the File, Save command when a document
has no name), causes the following dialogue box to
appear on your screen:

Save As
File Ranker

Ipcuseisl clod

Save File as :type:

kfoo1 Document

airectotiet:
a.

OK

Cancel

fictions_

Note that the old document name is highlighted in the
File Name field box and the program is waiting for you
to type a new name. Any name you type (don't use
more than 8 characters and don't bother to type the
.doc extension, as the program adds it automatically)
will replace the existing document name.
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You can select a drive other than the one displayed, by
clicking the down arrow against the Drives field. To
save your work currently in memory, move the cursor
into the File Name box, and type pcusersl .

By clicking the Save File as Type button at the bottom
of the Save As dialogue box, you car save the

Document Template,
Sere Fde w

or the Tex-. Only partspm
Wad Drxrument of your work, or you

_Document I emplete can save yourText Only
Text Only yeah Line Bleaks document in a variety
MS-DOS Text
MS DOS Text moth lone Meats of other formats, such

as DOS Text, ASCII,
Rich Text Format, or

a number of WordPerfect, Word for Windows, and
Word for DOS formats, as well as in Excel and
Windows Write formats. All these different formats are
saved with appropriate extensions which are
recognised by the packages in question.

A useful feature in Word is the facility to add a
document description to every file by select ng the File,
Summary Info command. A box, as shown below,
opens for you to type additional i-iformatior about your
document.

Summa Into

Fde Nave: FCUSEFIS1 DOC

Directory: A.

10 PC USE 11S

iublect:

Noel Kdnlans

Keywords: I

Lerweents: +

r_

OK

Cancel

Statistics__

hap I

To do this on a more regular basis, make sure that the
Prompt for Summary Info box in the Save Options
dialogue box is selected and appears checked.
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Closing a Document:
There are several ways to close a document in Word.Once you have saved it you can double click on the
Document Control button at the left end of the menubar; you would usually use this method when you have
several files open together.

If you want to open a new, or another, document youcould use the following commands:

File, Close to close the current document
(remove it from your computer's memory) before
using either

File, New to create a new file, or
File, Open to use an existing file.

If the document (or file) has changed since the last timeit was saved, you will be given the option to save itbefore it is removed from memory.
If a document is not closed before a new document isopened, then both documents will be held ii memory,but only one will be the current document. To find outwhich documents are held in memory. use the Window
command to reveal the following drop down menu:

Microsoft Word - Document2
Edd View Insert rprinat tools Table Window Heil,

ew Window
Arrange All
Split

l lam! l3
Nuental DIT.nrINcrofi,m...11 LIFTWALL

la=lridu

1 Document2 .

Z PCUSERSLDOC

In this case, the first document in the list is the currentdocument, and to make another document the current
one, either type the document number, or point at its
name and click the left mouse button.
To close a document which is not the current
document, use the Window command, make it current,
and then use the File, Close command.
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4. EDITING WORD DOCUMENTS

It will not be long, when using Word, before you will
need to edit your document. This could include deleting
unwanted words, correcting a mistake or adding extra
text in the document. All these operations are very easy
to carry out.

For small deletions, such as etters or words, the
easiest method to adopt is the use of the <Del> or
<EkSp> keys. With the <Del> key, positioi the cursor
on the first letter you want to delete and press <Del>;
the letter is deleted and the following text moves one
space to the left. With the <BkSp> key, position the
cursor immediately to the right of the character to be
deleted and press <BkSp>; the cursor moves one
space to the left pulling the rest of the line with it and
overwriting the character to be deleted. Note that the
difference between the two is that with <De > the cursor
does not move at all.

Word processing is usually carried out in the insert
mode. Any characters typed will be inserted at the
cursor location (insertion point) and the following text
will be pushed to the right, and down, to make room. To
insert blank lines in your text, place the cursor at the
beginning of the line where the blank line is needed and
press <Enter>. To remove the blank line, position the
cursor at its leftmcst end and press <Del>.

When larger scale editing is needed you have several
alternatives with Word. You can use the Cut, Copy and
Paste operations, after first 'selecting' the text to be
altered. These functions are then availab e when the
Edit sub -menu is activated. Instead of using the
sub -menu you can click on Toolbar button alternatives
for all the editing commands. This makes working with
a mouse very much easier and quicker. A method, new
to later versions cf Word is to use the 'drag' facility for
copying or moving text.
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Selecting Text

The procedure in Word. as with most Windows based
applications, is first to select the text to be altered
before any operation, such as formatting or editing, can
be carried out on it. Selected text is highlighted on the
screen. This can be carried out in two main ways

A. Using the keyboard, to select:

A block of text

From the present
cursor position to the
end of the line.

From the present
cursor position to the
beginning of the line.

From the present
cursor position to the
end of the
document.
From the present
cursor position to the
beginning of the
document.
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Position the cursor on
the first character to be
selected and hold down
the <Shift> key while
using the arrow keys to
highlight the required
text, then release the
<Shift> key.

Use <Shift+End>.

Use <Shift+Home>.

Use <Shift+Ctrl+End>.

Use <Shift+Ctrl+Home>.



B. With the mouse, to select:

 A block of text. Press down the left
mouse button at the
begiining of the block
and while holding it
pressed, drag the cursor
across the block so that
the desired text is
highlighted, then release
the mouse button.

A word. Dou 31e -click at the
word.

A line. Place the mouse pointer
on the selection bar, just
to the left of the line, and
click once (for multiple
lines, after selecting the
first line, drag the
pointer in the selection
bar).

A sentence. Hold the <Ctrl> key
down and click in the
sentence.

A paragraph. Place the mouse pointer
in the selection bar and
douole-click (for multiple
paragraphs, after
selecting the first
paragraph, drag the
pointer in the selection
bar).

The whole document. Place the mouse pointer
in the selection bar, hold
the <Ctrl> key down and
click once.
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Copying Blocks of Text

Once text has been selected it can be copied to
another location in your present document, to another
Word document. or to another Windows application, via
the clipboard. As with most of the editing and formatting
operations there are several alternative ways of doing
this, as follows:

Use the Edit, Copy command sequence from
the menu, to copy the selected text to the
Windows clipboard, moving the cursor to the
start of where you want the copied text to be
placed, and using the Edit, Paste command.

Use the quick key combinations, <Ctrl+lns> (or
<Ctrl+C>) to copy and <Shift+Ins> (or <Ctrl+V>)
to paste, once the text to be copied has been
selected, which does not require the menu bar to
be activated.

Use the 'Copy to clipboard' and 'Paste from
clipboard' Toolbar buttons; you can
of course only use this method with
a mouse.

ni
To copy the same text again to
another location, on to any open
window document or application,
move the cursor to the new location
and paste it there with any of these

methods, as it is stored on the clipboard until it is
replaced by the next Cut, or Copy operation.

First select the text, then hold both the <Ctrl>
and <Shift> keys depressed, place the cursor at
the start of where you want the copiec text to be
and press the right mouse button. The new text
will insert itself where placed, even if the
overstrike mode is in operation. Text copied by
this method is not placed on the clipboard, so
multiple copies are not possible, as with the other
methods.
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Moving Blocks of Text

Selected text can be movea to any location in the same
document by either of the following:

Using the Edit, Cut, command or <Slift+Del> (or
<Ctrl+X>).

Clicking the 'Cut to clipboard' Toolbar
button, shown here.

Next, move the cursor to the required new location and
use either of the fo lowing procedures:

The Edit, Paste command.

Any other paste actions as described previously.

The moved text will be placed at the cursor location and
will force any existing text to make room for it. This
operation can be cancelled by simply pressing <Esc>.
Once moved, multiple copies of The same text can be
produced by other Paste operations.

Selected text can be moved by dragging the
mouse with the left button held down. The
drag pointer is an arrow with an attached
square - the vertical dotted line showing the
point of insertion.

Deleting Blocks of Text

When text is 'cut' it is removed from the document, but
placed on the clipboard until further text is either copied
or cut. With Word any selected text can be deleted by
pressing Edit, Cut, or by pressing the <Del>, or
<BkSp> keys. However, using Edit, Cut, allows you to
use the Edit, Paste command, but using the <Del> or
<BkSp> keys, does not.
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The Undo Command

As text is lost with the delete command you should use
it with caution, but if you do make a mistake all is not
lost as long as you act promptly. The Edit, Undo
command or <Ctrl+Z> (or <Alt+BkSp>) reverses your
most recent editing or formatting commands.
You can also use the Toolbar buttons, shown here, to

undo one of several editing or
formatting mistakes (press the
down arrow to the right of the left
button to see a list of your
changes) or even redo any one of

the undo moves with the right button.

in tic-li ±1

Undo does not reverse any action once editing
changes have been saved to file. Only eciting done
since the last save can be reversed.

Finding and Changing Text

Word allows you to search for specifically selected text,
or character combinations. To do this use:

The Find or the Replace option from the Edit
command sub -menu.

Using the Find option (<Ctrl+F>), will highlight each
occurrence of the supplied text in turn so that you can
carry out some action on it, such as change its font or
appearance.

Using the Replace option (<Ctrl+H>), allows you to
specify what replacement is to be automatically carried
out. For example, in a long article you may decide to
replace every occurrence of the word 'microcomputers'
with the word 'PCs'.
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To illustrate the Replace procedure, either select the
option from the Edit sub -menu or use the quick key
combination <Ctrl+H>. This opens the Replace
dialogue box, displayed on the top half of the composite
screen dump shown below.

Re, lace

Find What Inwto:umpulets

Raglans With: (Pc.

isomer.

Find
NnFliaMM141

r Matchless
r Find Whole Wants Only
r Use Patton Hatching
r Sounds Like

Faisal ,r Spscial

Enid Nast

cancer

Denims

Replace

Paragraph...
Language...

Paragraph Mark
Tab Character
Annotation Mark
Any character
Any Digit
Any Letter
Caret Character
Colgmn Break
Em Dash
Err Dash
Endnote Mark

Field
Footnote Marx
Graphic
Line Break
Manual Page Break
Nonbreaking Hyphen
Nonbreaking Space
Optional Ilyp len
Section [peak
White Space

Towards the bottcm of the dialogue box, there are four
check boxes with which you can match the case of
letters in the search string, and/or a whole word. The
last two check boxes can be used for a pattern, or
'sounds like' matching.

The two buttons, Format and Special, sitJated at the
bottom of the dialogue box, let you control how the
search is carried out. The lists of available options,
when either of these buttons is pressed, are displayed
in the above composite screen dump.
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You can force both the search and the replace
operations to work with exact text attributes. For
example, selecting:

The Font option from the list under Format,
displays a dialogue box in which you select a
font (such as Arial, Times New Roman, etc.); a
font -style (such as regular, bold, italic, etc.); an
underline option (such as single, double, etc.);
and special effects (such as strike -through,
superscript, subscript, etc.).

The Paragraph option, lets you control
indentation, spacing (before and after), and
alignment.

The Style option, allows you to search for, or
replace, different paragraph styles. This can be
useful if you develop a new style and want to
change all the text of another style in a document
to use your preferred style.

With the use of the Special button, you can search for,
and replace, various specified document marks, tabs,
hard returns, etc., or a combination of both these and
text, as listed in the previous screen dump.

Below we list only two of the many key combinations of
special characters that could be typed into the Find
What and Replace With boxes when the Use Pattern
Matching box is checked.

Type To find or replace
Any single character within a pattern.
For example, searching for nec?, will
find necessary, neck, connect, etc.

* Any string of characters. For example,
searching for c*r, will find such words as
cellar, character, chillier, etc.

The above will not work unless the Use Pattern
Matching box is checked.
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Page Breaks

The program automatically inserts a 'soft' page break in
a document when a page of typed text is full To force a
manual, or hard page break, either type <Ctrli-Emer> or
use the Insert, Break command and select Page
Break in the dialogue box, as shown below.

Break

acrossaPn

r

of
page

p l

dotpaac

page
break, as shown
below. o delete

lased
OK

Eases Break r Cahoon Orisab.
CanalSeeman lima.

Nest Page c Even ParrHab
cunt"... r add Pape -

manual page breaks
place the cursor on

the selection bar to the left of the page break mark,
click once to highlight the line of dots, and press <Del>.

al I, mes New Iliwnm IA]10 L3 rifriTylpiri-TiTm La)
4. Sa I t1

MEMO TO PC USERS

Networked computers
The microcomputers in the DP room ate a mixture of IBM compatible
4S6 machines of varying speed, memory and hard disc capacity. Each
machine is equipped with a 3.5" floppy disc drive of 1.44MB capacity, so
that you can save your data on your own diskette.

- P., Peal

The computer you are using will have at least a 250MB hard disc on
which a number of software packages have been installed. To make life
easier, the hard disc is highly structured with each package installed in a
separate directory. When the computer is first switched on, the following
prompt is displayed on your screen:

Soft page breaks which are automatically entered by
the program at the end of pages, cannot be deleted.
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Using the Spell Checker

The package has a very comprehensive spell checker
and has the ability to add specialised and personal
dictionaries. The main dictionary contains more that
100,000 words which cannot be edited. The user
dictionary you can customise and edit. If you are using
personal dictionaries and you use the spell checker and
choose Add, Word adds the word to the specified user
dictionary. which should have the file extension .dic.

To spell check your document, either click the 'Spelling'
button on the Standard Toolbar, shown here,
or use the Tools, Spelling command (or F7)
to open the dialogue box shown below.

Networked computers
The II=E111 in the DP roam re a mixt,ire of 1PM rompatible 486 machines

of varying, to
3 5' flopp
own diske Not w DM:6°mM

Champs jo:
suggestions:

S Ellin En fish UK

The comp
of softwar
structured
first swat

C l Add Words to

AutoCairect

Imactocomputowslint

CUSTOM DIC

Undo Cait

Isnage

Chow&

Add

Ignore AI

CAangeAp

S waned

Word starts spell checking from the point of insertion
onwards. If you want to check a word or paragraph
only. highlight it first. If you want to spell check the
whole document, move the insertion point to the
beginning of the document before starting. Once Word
has found a misspelled word, you can correct it in the
Change To box, or select a word from the
Suggestions list.
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Printing Documents

When Windows was first installed on your computer the
printers you intend to use should have been selected,
and the SETUP program should have installed the
appropriate printer drivers. Before printing for the first
time, you would be wise to ensure that your printer is in
fact properly installed. To do this, open the Windows
Control Panel and double-click the 'Printers' icon, which
opens the Printers dialogue box shown below.

Control Panel
Settings Help

Cda

=1'

Printers

lau/I Printer
HP Lamm.lot 4/4M on LPT1:

Installed enntear
HP LoserJet 4/4M on FILE

HP LaseLlet 4/4M PosiScHpl on LPT 1

SRI At Delowl Pr

0 U. Print Manager

HP LeterJet 4/4M

port:
LP71 local
[PI 2 Local Port Nor hoesent
LP13 Local Port Not Present
COM1: Local Port Nor Fred
10M2 Local Pod Not F 'ergot
Tamest, Iseconds)

arnica Nol Sslocke =1
Iransnestron Retry IS

Earri Platting Died lo Pool

Cancel I

Here, two printer drivers have been installed; an HP
LaserJet 4/4M as the 'default' printer configured to
either output to a printer via the parallel port LPT1, or to
a disc file, and an HP LaserJet 4/4M PostScript, also
configured to output to a printer. Your selections -nay,
obviously, not be the same.

Next, return to or reactivate Word and, if the document
you want to print is not in memory, either click
the 'Open' button on the Toolbar, or use the
File, Qpen command, to display the Open
dialogue box shown overleaf.
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List Files of Type:
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Cancel
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4.1 r- Calla=
Conversions

1,11 r- Read Only

N

Use this dialogue box to locate the file (document) you
want to print, which will be found on the drive and
directory on which you saved it originally. Select it and
click the OK button (or double-click its name), to load it
into your computer's memory.

To print your document, do one of the following:

Click the Print icon on the Toolbar,
shown here, which prints the document
using the current defaults.

Use the File, Print command which opens the
'Print' box, shown below.

Print

Planter: HP Lateslat 4141.1 o 1211:

Dint What ED ocumeni

C.uptes

P.a. nano°
a Au

Page r ';itInebon
r Pages: I

Erihe Page numbers snriec, page range3
watered by 0Offs1161. Fa own*. 1,3,5-12

PlantIAsPaw, on Hang, IA

OK

Cancel

s...

Printer_

r Point to Rs
rx Collate Coo*

a

Document
Summary Info
Annotations
Styles
AutoT est Entries
Key Assignments
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The settings in the Print dialogue box allow you to
select the number of copies, and which pages, you
want printed. You can also select to print the document,
the summary information relating to that document,
annotations, styles, etc., as shown in the drop -down list
also on the previous page.

You can even change the selected printer by clicking
the Printer button which displays the following dialogue
box.

1111=111.11.11111153.
Oa a
rIP LonsAll VIM r LPT I loAl Pot

Nonni
.1 et 411/. on 1111

HI' I ases..1

r 101 /as 101411

Ses.v k tkIda we .1.4....01 TA d 044
14.144ausd or., 444

From this dialogue
box you can select
the default printer or
any other installed
printer. Clicking the
Options button,
displays the Setup
dialogue box, shown
below, which allows
you to select the

paper size, orientation needed, printer resolution, etc.

Setup: HP Lesedet 4/4h1 on LPT1:

-Medsa Otsent.stton OK i

Papes Sue. InalE6031111=A- l Pottrad
I

Pape, 5.outce () Landscape[Auto Select
Cancel

Low's fi-111

Pled& Resokstenn

4. 600 die

Puntet Memoty --

Page P,otect eon

Keeney MB)

' 300 dot

1011

? -11

Catpidges

Z. Moctosoll IA
HP Bel, Codes L Mote
HP. Foams. Etc
HP. Global Text

1:1 TtgeType Sc,een Fonts Installed

tis_o_ jut

Hop 1

The Options button of the Setup dialogue box allows
selection of graphics mode, graphics quality. and
halftone options.
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The Options button on the Print dialogue box. on the
other hand, gives you access to some more advanced
print options, such as printing in reverse order, or withand without annotations. hidden text, field codes or
document summary information.

Clicking the OK button on these various multi -level
dialogue boxes, causes Word to accept your selections
and return you to the previous level dialogue box, until
the Print dialogue box is reached. Selecting OK on this
first level dialogue box, sends print output from Word to
your selection, either the printer connected to your
computer, or to an encoded file on disc. Selecting
Cancel on any level dialogue box, aborts the selections
made at that level.

Do remember that, whenever you change printers. the
appearance of your document may change, as Word
uses the fonts available with the newly selected printer.
This can affect the line lengths, which in turn will affect
both the tabulation and pagination of your document.
Before printing to paper, click the Print Preview icon on

the Toolbar, shown here, or use the File,
Print Preview command, to see how much of
your document will fit on your selected page
size. This depends very much on the chosen
font. Thus, the Print Preview option allows

you to see the layout of the final printed page, which
can save a few trees and equally important to you, a lot
of frustration and wear and tear on your prirter.
Other enhancements of your document, such as
selection of fonts, formatting of text, and pagination, will
be discussed in the next chapter.
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5. FORMATTING WORD DOCUMENTS

Formatting involves the appearance of individual words
or even characters, the line spaciig and alignment of
paragraphs, and the overall page layout of the entire
document. These functions are carried out in Word in
several different ways.

Primary page layout and text formatting can be
included in Style Sheets and Templates. Within any
document, however, you can override Paragraph Style
formats by applying text formatting and enhancements
manually to selected text. To cancel manual 'ormatting,
select the text and Lse the

Edit, Undo Formatting

command, or (<Ctrl+Z>). The selected text reverts to its
original format.

Formatting Text

The fonts available in Word depend on the printer(s)
you have set-up in Microsoft Windows and selected in
Word with the

File, Print, Printer

command. With Windows you can have fonts that
display on your screen but that your printer cannot
print, and vice versa.

If you select a printer font for which there is no exact
screen font, then Word will select the nearest available
to display your work. Similarly, if the font selected is not
available to your printer, Word will select the nearest
available and will use that when printing. You might
choose to do the latter, because you plan tc prin: on a
different printer from the one attached to your system.
When you open your document on the computer that
has the specified font, Word will display and prirt your
document with the correct font.
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Originally, the title of the memo pcusersl, was typed in
the 14 point size Arial typeface, while the subtitle and
the main text were typed in 12 and 10 point size Times
New Roman, respectively.

To change this memo into what appears on the screen
dump displayed below, first select the title of the memo
and format it to bold, italics, 18 point size Arial and
centre it between the margins, then select the subtitle
and format it to bold, 14 point size Times New Roman.

Finally select each paragraph of the main body of the
memo in turn, and format it to 12 point size Times New
Roman. All of this formatting can be achieved by using
the buttons on the Formatting bar shown below (see
also the section entitled 'Paragraph Alignment').

Planal W Ire. New ROMn LIF213 I 13000 .1 a

`g '

MEMO TO PC USERS

Networked computers
The microcomputers in the DP room are a mixture of IBM
compatible 486 machines of varying speed, memory and hard
disc capacity. Each machine is equipped with a 3.5" floppy disc
drive of 1.44MB capacity, so that you can save your data on
your own diskette.

The computer you are using will have at least a 250MB hard
disc on which a number of software packages have been
installed. To make life easier, the hard disc is highly structured
with each package installed in a separate directory. When the
computer is first switched on, the following prompt is displayed
on your screen:

C:

If you can't access these font styles, it will probably be
because your printer does not support them, in which
case you will need to select other fonts that are
supported.

Save the result under the new filename pcusers2 - use
the File, Save As command.
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In Word all manual formatting, including the selection of
font, point size, style (bold, italic, strike -through, hidden
and capitals), colour, super/subscript, and various
underlines, are carried out by first selecting the text and
then executing the formatting command.

The easiest way of activating the formatting commands
is from the Formatting toolbar. Another way is to use
the

Format, Font
command, which displays the following dialogue box:

Font
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OK
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The computer you are using volt have at I,

The e  temaype Ion!Thu MIND lad tel be used on both yr.0 ma. and vow won

Yet another method is by using quick keys, some of
which are listed below:

To Format Type

Bold Ctrl+B
Italic Ctr1+1

Underline Ctrl+U
Word underline Ctrl+Shift+W
Double underline Ctrl+Shift+D

There are quick keys to do almost anythi'ig, but the
problem is remembering them! We find that those listed
here are the most useful and the easiest to remember.
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Text Enhancements

Word defines a paragraph, as any text which is
followed by a paragraph mark, which is created by
pressing the <Enter> key. So single line tit es, as well
as long typed text, can form paragraphs.

The paragraph symbol, shown here, is only
visible if you have selected it from the
Formatting bar.

Paragraph Alignment:
Word allows you to align a paragraph at the left margin
(the default). at the right margin, centred between both
margins, or justified between both margins. As with
most operations there are several ways to perform
alignment in Word. Three such methods are:

Using buttons on the Formatting bar.

Using keyboard short cuts, when available.

Using the Format, Paragraph menu command.

The table below describes the buttons on the
Formatting bar and their keystroke shortcuts.

Buttons on Paragraph
Formatting bar Alignment

101101

Keystrokes

Left <Ctrl+L>

Centre <Ctrl+E>

Right <Ctrl+R>

Justify <Ctrl+J>
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The display below shows the dialogue box resulting
from using the Format, Paragraph command in which
you can specify the Left, Right, or Special indentation
required.

Par ra

[Mont. ernd Spacing
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Spacing
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Review
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Double
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OK

CaL_rlocal

[
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Centered
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Paragraph Spacing:
The above Paragraph dialogue box can also be used to
display a paragraph on screen, or print it on paper, in
single -line, 11/2 -line, or double -line spacing. You can
even set the spacing to any value you want by using
the At Least option, as shown on the above screen
dump, then specify what interval you want.

The available shortcut keys for paragraph spacing are
as follows:

To Format Type

Single-spaced lires Ctrl+1

One -and -a -half -spaced lines Ctrl+5

Double-spaced lines Ctrl+2
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Whichever of the above methods is usec, formatting
can take place either before or after the text is entered.
If formatting is selected first, then text will type in the
chosen format until a further formatting command is
given. If, on the other hand, you choose to enter text
and then format it afterwards, you must first select the
text to be formatted, then activate the formatting.

Word gives you the choice of 4 units to work with,
inches, centimetres, points or picas. These can be

selected by using the Tools, Options
command, choosing the General tab of
the displayed Options dialogue box,
and clicking the down arrow against the
Measurement Units list box, shown
open here, which is to be found at the

bottom of the dialogue box.

Inches
Inches
Cenhmetegs
Points
Picas

Indenting Text:
Most documents will require some form o: paragraph
indenting. An indent is the space between the margin
and the edge of the text in the paragraph. When an
indent is set (on the left or right side of the page), any
justification on that side of the page sets at the indent,
not the page border.

To illustrate indentation, open the file pcusers2, select
the first paragraph, and then choose the Format,
Paragraph command. In the Indentation field, select
0.5" for both Left and Right, as shown on the next
page. On clicking OK, the first selected paragraph is
displayed indented.

The Indentation option of the Format, Paragraph
command, can be used to create 'hanging' indents,
where all the lines in a paragraph, including any text on
the first line that follows a tab, are indented by a
specified amount. This is often used in lists to
emphasise certain points.
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To illustrate the me4.hod, use the pcusersl file and add
at the end of it, after the 'C:\>' prompt, the text shown
overleaf, but please read on before doing so.

After you have typed the text in, save the en'arged
memo as pcusers3, before going on with formatting
the new information. This is done as a precaution in
case anything goes wrong with the formatting - it is
sometimes much easier to reload a saved file (using
the File, Open command), than it is to try to
unscramble a wrongly formatted document!
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To find out %chat is on }ow hard disc, I!, pc

DIR (and press the <Enter> key)

which will produce a list of all the filenames on the 'Root' directory (the one with the

C:\> prompt) - directories are displayed with their names in angle brackets, for example

<DOS--. If your hard disc is structured correctly, then the programs that make up a

package would have been installed in a separate directory For example:

Name Descnption

DOS Holds the operating system's commands that allow you to use your PC.

QB45 Holds the Microsoft Quick Basic version 4.5 suite of programs which allow you to

write and compile fully structured Basic programs. It is one of the best versions of

non -visual Basic available on the market.

Windows Holds the suite of programs that controls your Windows environment,

Next, highlight the last 4 paragraphs above, use the
Format, Paragraph command, and select 'Hanging'
under Special and 2.5 cm under By. On clicking the
OK button, the text formats as shown, but it is still
highlighted. To remove the highlighting, click the mouse
button anywhere on the page. The second and
following lines of the third paragraph selected, should
be indented 2.5 cm from the left margin.
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This is still not very inspiring, so to complete the effect
we will edit the first lines of each paragraph as follcws:

Place the cursor in front of the word 'Description' in
paragraph 4 and press the <Tab> key once. This
places the start of the word in the same column as the
indented text of the third paragraph. To complete the
effect place tabs before the word 'Holds' in the next
three paragraphs. until your hanging indents are
correct, as shown below.

.to find out what is on your hard disc, type

DIR (and press the <Enter  key)

which will produce a list of all the filenames on the 'Root' directory (the one with tl.c
C:\  prompt) - directories are displayed with their names in angle brackets, for example

DOS--. If your hard disc is structured correctly, then the programs that mike up a
package would have been installed in a separate director/. For example:

Name Description

IX)S Holds the operating system's commands that allow you to use your PC

QB45 Holds the Microsoft Quick Basic version 4 5 suite of programs wh.ch
allow you to write and compile fully structured Basic programs. It is one
of the best versions of non -visual Basic available on the market.

Windows Holds the suite of programs that controls your Windows environment.

This may seem like a complicated rigmarole to go
through each time you want the hanging indent effect.
but with Word you will eventually set up all your indents,
etc., in templates. Then all you do is click in a
paragraph to produce them.

When you finish formatting the document, save it under
its current filename either with the File, Save
command (<Ctrl+S>), or by clicking the Save
button. This command does not disp ay a
dialogue box, so you use it when you do not

need to make any c"ianges to the saving operation.
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Inserting Bullets:
Bullets are small characters you can insert, anywhere
you like, in the text of your document to imorove visual
impact. In Word there are several choices for displaying
lists with bullets or numbers. As well as the two
Formatting bar buttons, others are made available
through the

Format, Bullets and Numbering

command, which displays the following dialcgue box:

:=1.1111111111111
Ituleted Numbered

OK.
__

 -_
Cancel

- _ _ Remove

Rs, I
0

0 ..0 r Hsinging
Indent

You can select any of the bullets shown here, or you
could click the Modify button to change the size of the
bullet, or the indentation.

Further, by pressing the Bullet button on the Modify
Bulleted List dialogue box which would be displayed,
you could select any character from t -e Symbol
typeface or other available type -faces.

If you select the Numbered tab, a similar dialogue box
is displayed, giving you a choice of several numbering
systems and the ability to modify them.

Once inserted, you can copy, move or cu: a bulleted
line in the same way as any other text. However, you
can not delete a bullet with the <BkSp> or <Del> keys.
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Formatting with Page Tabs

You can format text in columns by using tab stops.
Word has default left tab stops every 1.27 cm from
the left margin, as shown here. This symbol

appears on the left edge of the ruler (see below).
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To set tabs, use either the Format, Tabs command
which produces the Tab dialogue box, or c ick on the
tab symbol on the left of the Ruler which rotates
through the available tab stops.

The tab stop types available have the following
function:

Button Name Effect

J

Left Left aligns text after the tab
stop.

Centre Centres text on tab stop

Right Right aligns text after the tab
stop.

Decimal Aligns decimal point wrh tab
stop.
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To clear the ruler of tab settings press the Clear All
button on the Tabs dialogue box. When you set a tab
stop on the ruler, all default tab stops to the left of the
one you are setting are removed. In addition, tab stops
apply either to the paragraph containing the cursor, or
to any selected paragraphs.

As all paragraph formatting, such as tab stops, is
placed at the end of a paragraph, if you want to carry
the formatting of the current paragraph to the next,
press <Enter>. If you don't want formatting to carry on,
press the down arrow key instead.

The easiest way to set a tab is to click on t-ie tab type
button you want and then point and click at the required
position on the lower half of the ruler. To remove an
added tab. point to it, click and drag it off the ruler.

If you want tabular text to be separated by characters
instead of by spaces, select one of the three available
characters from the Leader box in the Tats dialogue
box. The options are none (the default), dotted, dashed,
or underline. The Contents and Index pages of this
book are set with right tabs and doted leader
characters.

Formatting with Styles

We saw earlier in Chapter 5, how you can format your
work using Paragraph Styles. but we confined
ourselves to using the default Normal style only. In this
section we will get to grips with how to create, modify,
use, and manage styles.

As mentioned previously, a Paragraph Style is a set of
formatting instructions which you save so that you can
use it repeatedly within a document or n different
documents. A collection of Paragraph Styles forms a
Style Sheet which could be deemed appropriate for,
say, all your memos, so it can be used to preserve
uniformity. It maintains consistency and saves time by
not having to format each paragraph individually.
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Further, should you decide to change a style, al the
paragraphs associated with that style reformat
automatically. Finally, if you want to provide a pattern
for shaping a final document, then you use what is
known as a Template. All documents which have not
been assigned a document template, use the
Normal.dot template. by default.

Paragraph Styles:
Paragraph Styles contain paragraph and character
formats and a name can be attached to tiese
formatting instructions. From then applying the style
name is the same as formatting tha-. paragraph with the
same instructions.

You can create a style by example, either with the use
of the Formatting bar or the keyboard, or you can
create a style from scratch, before you use i-., by
selecting the Format, Style menu command. By far the
simplest way of creating a style is by example

Creating Paragraph Styles by Example: Previously,
we spent some time manually creating some hanging
indents in the last few paragraphs of the pcusers3
document. To create a style from this previous work,
place the insertion pointer in one of these paragraphs,
say, in the 'Name Description' line, and hichlight the
entire name of the existing style in the Formatting bar's
Style box, as shown below.
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Then, type the new style name you want to create, say,
'Hanging Indent', and press <Enter>.

Finally, highlight the last three paragraphs with hanging
indents and change their style to the new 'Hanging
Indent', by clicking the mouse in the Style box button
and selecting the appropriate style from the displayed
list, as shown below.
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Creating Styles with the Menu Command: You can
create, or change, a style before you apply any
formatting to a paragraph, by using the Format, Style
command. This displays the Style dialogue box, in

which you can choose which style you want to change
from the displayed Styles list.
Having selected the style you want to change (or not,
as the case may be), click the Modify button which
produces the Modify Style dialogue box. From here you
can create a new style, or modify an existing style, by
changing the formatting of characters, borders,
paragraphs, and tab stops. You can even select which
style should follow your current style.

If you have a lot of changes to make to a style, or you
are creating your own personal style sheet, then it

might be better if you created a template instead.
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Document Templates:
A document template provides the overall pattern of
your final document. It can contain:

Paragraph styles and style sheets, which can
control your paragraph and page set-up.

Boilerplate text, which is text that remai is the
same in every document.

AutoText (Glossary in previous versions). which
is standard text and graphics that you could
insert in a document by typing the name of the
AutoText entry

Macros, which are programs that can change
the menus and key assignments to comp;y with
the type of cocument you are creating.

If you don't assign a template to 3 document, then the
default Normal.dot template is used by Word. To
create a new document template. you either modify an
existing one, create one from scratch, or create one
based on the formatting of an existing document.

To illustrate this last point, we will create a simple
document template, which we will call Pcuser, based
on the formatting of the pcusers3 document. But first,
make sure you have defined the Hanging Indent' style
as explained earlier, and that the file is opened. Then

select the File, New
command which displays
the New dialogue box,
shown here.

Next, select Template in
the New field box, :ype in
the Template bcx the
name of the document
(and its extension) on
which you went the new
template to be cased,
and click OK.
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Finally, choose the File, Save As command, type thetemplate name (Pcuser in this case), and click the OKbutton.

To use the new template,

New
jewpieric

1=1

P le.entl
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flepottl
lirpoctl

Description
MEMO U) PC USERS

OR

New

r iluoustent
Timplete

use the File, New command
which causes the New
dialogue box to be
displayed. Select the
name of the Template
you want to use, from the
Template list, as shown
here, and click the OK
button.

Templates can also
contain Macros as well as
AutoText; macros allow
you to automate Word
keystroke actions only,
while AutoText speeds upthe addition of boilerplate text and graphics into yourdocument, however, these features are beyond thescope of this book.

* * *

Word has many more features, far too numerous tomention in the space allocated to this book. What wehave tried to do is give you enough basic information sothat you can have the confidence to forge ahead andexplore the rest of its capabilities by yourself.
Perhaps, you might consider exploring pagenumbering, headers and footers, tables, frames,drawing, and outlining, in that order. We leave it to you.However, if you would prefer to be guided through
these topics, then may we suggest you look up the laterchapters of the book Word 6 for Windows Explained(BP354), also published by BERNARD BABANI(publishing) Ltd.
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6. THE EXCEL SPREADSHEET

Microsoft Excel is a powerful and versati e scftware
package which, over the last few years, has proved its
usefulness, not only in the business world, but with
scientific and engineering users as well.

The program's power lies in its ability to emulate
everything that can be done by the use of pencil, paper
and a calculator. Thus, it is an 'electronic spreadsheet'
or simply a 'spreadsheet', a name which is also used to
describe it and oTher similar products. Its power is
derived from the power of the computer it is runn ng on,
and the flexibility and accuracy with which it can deal
with the solution of the various applications it is
programmed to manage. These can vary from
budgeting and forecasting to the solution of complex
scientific and engineering problems.

Starting the Excel Program

To start Excel, start Windows, open the Windows
Program Manager, and if you are using a
mouse, point to the Microsoft Excel icon,
shown here, and double-click the left mouse
button.

Mictosolt
Excel

With the keyboard, after opening the Windows Program
Manager, use the <Ctrl+Tab> key combination, until the
Microsoft Office Group is highlighted, then use the
cursor keys to highlight the Micrcsoft Excel app ication
icon, and press the <Enter> key.

When Excel is loaded, a 'blank' spreadsheet screen
displays with similar Title bar, Menu bar, Toolbar and
Formatting bar to those of Word. Obviously there are
some differences, but that is to be expected as the two
programs serve different purposes.
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The Excel Screen

The opening screen of Excel is shown below. It is
perhaps worth looking at the various parts that make up
this screen, or window, if only to see how similar it is to
that of Word. Excel follows the usual Microsoft
Windows conventions with which you should be very
familiar by now.
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The window as shown takes up the full screen area
available. If you click on the application restore button,
the top one of the two restore buttons at the top right of
the screen, you can make Excel show in a smaller
window. This can be useful when you are running
several applications at the same time and you want to
transfer between them with the mouse.
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Note that the Excel window, which in this case displays
an empty and untitled book (Book.1), has some areas
which have identical functions to those of Word (refer to
'The Word Screen' section in Chapter 2), and other
areas which have different functions. Below, we
describe only the areas that are exclusive to Excel.

Area

TipWizard

Edit line

Cell pointer

Column letter

Row number

Tab scrolling

Current sheet

Function
The bulb icon which lights up if
there is a quicker or mcre efficient
way of performing the action you
have just performed. Clicking on
the icon displays the tip, while
clicking on the icon once more
removes it.

Contains the selection incicator
(cell co-ordinates), and the
contents or edit line box (can
include a number, a label, or the
formula behind a displayed result).

Marks the current cell.

The letter that identifies each
column.

The number that identifies each
row.

Clicking on these buttons, scrolls
sheet tabs richt or left, when there
are more tabs than can be
displayed at once.

Shows the current sheet amongst
a number of sheets in a file. These
are named Sheet1, Sheet2,
Sheet3, and so on, by default, but
can be changed to, say, North,
South, East, and West. Clicking on
a sheet tab, moves you to that
sheet.
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Tab split box The split box which you drag left to
see more of the scroll bar, or right
to see more tabs.

There are two extra split boxes on Excel's worksheet
screen dump. which have not been identified. Both of
these have to do with splitting the screen; one
horizontally (the split box for this is located at the
extreme right of the screen above the 'top vertical scroll
arrow' button), the other vertically (the split box for this
is located at the extreme bottom -right ccrner of the
screen, to the left of the 'right horizontal scroll arrow'
button). The use of both these split boxes will be
discussed later.

Getting Familiar with Excel

Excel has two options under the Help menu which
allow you to familiarise yourself with the package;
Quick Preview and Examples
The first one of these, is an interactive tutorial on four
main options: Getting Started, What is New, Getting
Information While You Work, and For Lotus 1-2-3
Users. To access this option. start Excel, then use the
Help, Quick Preview command. This tutorial is a good
introduction to the powerful features of Excel. It takes
about half an hour to work through and is well worth the
time. You can of course run through the different
options as often as you like, and not necessarily in the
presentation order. When you have finished, press the
Return to Microsoft Excel button.

The second familiarisation option offers detailed
information on a number of selected topics, and has the
added ability of letting you practise on them. To access
this option, start Excel and use the Help, Examples
and Demos command, which causes the following
screen to be displayed.
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11

Microsoft Excel Examples and Demos

Examples and Demcs

O Working in Workbooks

O Selecting Cells. Choosing Commands

a Using Toolbars

O Entering Data

O Creating Formulas and Links

a Editing ',Worksheet

0 Formatting a Worksheet

0 Creating Graphic Obpects

0 Printing

0 Creating a Chart

pore I

a Formatting a Chart

0 Using Charts to Analyze Data

0 Organizing Data in a List

0 Using Pivot Tables

0 Performing What4t Analysis

G3 Outlining et Worksheet

0 Using Templates

0 Troubleshooting and Annotating

O Sharing and Importing Data

Using Visual Basic

4

As you can see from the list above, this option gives
you far more detailed information on a much larger
selection of topics. We suggest you return to this option
often to complete your knowledge of the package.

Using Help in Excel

The Microsoft Excel Help Program provides a
comprehensive online help in exactly the same way as
the Microsoft Word Help program. No matter what you
are doing, you can either press the Fl function key to
display context sensitive help screens, or click the Help
button on the Standard toolbar, then move the modified
mouse pointer to an area of the worksheet or on to a
particular toolbar button and press the left mouse
button, or choose Help from the Main Menu bar, to
display a short menu, then choose Index to display the
Excel Help index.
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Worksheet Navigation

When you first enter Excel, the program sets up a huge
electronic page, or worksheet, in your computer's
memory, many times larger than the small part shown
on the screen. Individual cells are identified by column
and row location (in that order), with present size
extending to 256 columns and 16,384 rows. The
columns are labelled from A to Z, followed by AA to AZ,
BA to BZ, and so on, to IV, while the rows are
numbered from 1 to 16,384.

A worksheet can be thought of as a two-dimensional
table made up of rows and columns. The point where a
row and column intersect is called a cell while the
reference points of a cell are known as the cell address.
The active cell (Al when you first enter the program) is
boxed.

Navigation around the worksheet is achieved by use of
the four arrow keys ( Each time one of these
keys is pressed, the active cell moves one position
right, down, left or up, depending on which arrow key
was pressed. The <PgDn> and <PgUp> keys can also
be used to move down or up one visible page,
respectively, while the <Ctrl+-> and <Ctrl+> key
combinations can be used to move to the extreme right
of the worksheet (column IV) or extreme bottom of the
worksheet (row 16,384), respectively. Pressing the
<Home> key, moves the active cell to the beginning of
a row, while pressing the <Ctrl+Home> key
combination moves the active cell to the home position,
Al. Finally, the key combination <End+Home> can be
used to move to the lower right corner of the
worksheet's active area.

You can move the active cell with a mouse by pointing
to the cell you want to activate and clicking the left
mouse button. If the cell is not visible, move the window
by clicking on the scroll bar arrowhead that points in the
direction you want to move, or press the F5 function
key and specify the required cell address.
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To move a page at a time, cl' :k in the scroll bar itself, or
for larger moves, drag the box in the scroll bar (the
furthest you can go with this method in an empty
worksheet is cell location R54.

When you have finished navigating around the
worksheet, press the <Ctrl+Home> key combination
which will move the active cell to the Al position
(provided you have not fixed titles in any rows or
columns or have nc hidden rows or columns - more
about these later). Note that the area within whict- you
can move the active cell is referred to as the working
area of the worksheet, while the letters and numbers in
the border at the top and left of the working area give
the 'co-ordinates' of the cells in a worksheet.

The location of the active cell is constantly monitored
by the 'selection indicator which is to be found on the
extreme left below the lower Toolbar of the application
window. As the active cell is moved, this indicator
displays its address, as shown below. The contents of a
cell are displayed above the column letters within what
is known as the 'Edit line'. If you type text in the active
cell, what you type appears in boti the 'Edit line and
the cell itself. Typing a formula which is preceded by
the equals sign (=) to, say, add the contents of three
cells, causes the actual formula to appear in the 'Edit
line', while the result of the actual calculation appears in
the active cell when The <Enter> key is pressed.

Selection indicator Edit line
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Moving Between Sheets:
You can scroll between sheets by clicking one of the
arrows situated to the left of Sheet 1, as shown below.
The inner arrows scroll sheets one at a time in the
direction of the arrow, while the outer arrows scroll to
the end, or beginning, of the group of available sheets.
A sheet is then made current by clicking its tab.

17
111

Ready

Tab scrolling buttons
Active sheet

Nn Sheet hee4 ,heet4

Tab split box

NUM

With the keyboard, you can scroll one sheet at a time,and make it active at the same time, by using the
<Ctrl+PgDn> key combination. Using <Ctrl+PgUp>
scrolls in the reverse direction.

To display more sheet tabs at a time, drag the split box
to the right. The reverse action displays less sheet tabs.
To rename sheets, double-click at their tab, then type anew name in the Rename Sheet dialogue box, as
shown below.

11

L

12  Rename Sheet
13

14 tire
15

16

17

111

Carmel
1

LA,

1,1 Guam:. IMI=ViaLl=11 Sheet4 r -e-For Help on dialog settings, press Fl lr - .1$Im

To insert a sheet in front of a certain sheet, make that
sheet current, then use the Insert, Worksheet
command sequence. To delete a sheet, make it current
and use the Edit, Delete Sheet command sequence.
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Rearranging Sheet Order:
If you need to rearrange the order in which sheets are
being held in a workbook, you can do so by dragging a
particular sheet to its new position, as shown below.

15

16 4),
1.1 2r.% Quata 3d der h

Ready NOM
1

While you are dragging the tab of the sheet you want to
move, the mouse pointer changes to an arrow pointing
to a sheet. The small solid arrowhead to the left of the
mouse pointer indicates the place where the sheet you
are moving will be placed.

Grouping Worksheets:
You can select several sheets to group them together
so that data entry, editing, or formatting can be made
easier and more consistent.

To select adjacent sheets, click the first sheet tab, hold
down the <Shift> key and then click the last sheet tab in
the group. To select non -adjacent sheets, click the first
sheet tab, hold down the <Ctrl> key and then click the
other sheet tabs you want to group together.

Selecting sheets in the above manner, causes the word
"[Group]" to appear in the Title bar of the active window,
and the tabs of the selected sheets are shown in white.
To cancel the selection, click at the tab of any sheet
which is not part of the selected group.

Shortcut Menus:
While a range of cells in a sheet is selected, or a group
of sheets is active, you can access a shortcut menu of
relevant commands by pressing the right mouse button.
This produces a shortcut menu of the most common
commands relevant to what you are doing at the t, me.
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Viewing Multiple Workbook Sheets

To see more clearly what you are doing when starting
with multiple workbook sheets, type the text '1st' in
location Al of 1st Quarter sheet. '2nd' in the 2nd
Quarter sheet, and so on. Then use the Window, New
Window command to add three extra windows to your
worksheet, and the Window, Arrange, Tiled command
to display the four sheets as shown below.
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To move from one window to another, simply point with
the mouse to the cell of the window you want to go to
and click the left mouse button. To display a different
sheet in each window, go to a window and click the
sheet's tab.

To return to single -window view mode from a tiled
mode, click the maximise button of the active window.
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7. FILLING IN A WORKSHEET

Entering Information

We will now investigate how information can oe entered
into a worksheet. But first, make sure you are in
Sheet1, then return to the Home (A1) position, by
pressing the <Ctrl+Home> key combination, then type
the words:

PROJECT ANALYSIS

As you type, the characters appear in both the 'Edit line'
and the active cell. If you make a mistake, press the
<BkSp> key to erase the previous letter or the <Esc>
key to start again. When you have finished, press
<Enter>.

Note that what you have just typec in has been entered
in cell A1. even though the whole of the word
ANALYSIS appears to be in cell Bl. If you use the right
arrow key to move the active cell to B1 you will see that
the cell is indeed empty.

Typing any letter at the beginning of an entry into a cell
results in a 'text' entry being formed automatically,
otherwise known as a 'label'. If the length o: the text is
longer than the width of a cell, it will continue irto the
next cell to the right of the current active cell, provided
that cell is empty, otherwise the displayed information
will be truncated.

To edit information already in a cell, double-click the
cell in question, or make that cell the active cell and
press the F2 furction key. The cursor keys, the
<Home> and <End> keys, as well as the <Ins> and
<Del> keys can be used to move the cursor and/or edit
information as required.
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You can also 'undo' the most recent operation that has
been carried out since the program was last in the
Ready mode, by using the Edit, Undo Entry
command.

Next, use the arrow keys to move the active cell to B3
and type

Jan
Pressing the right arrow key (-) will automatically enter
the typed information into the cell and also move the
active cell one cell to the right, in this case C3. Now
type

Feb

and press <Enter>

The looks of a worksheet can be enhanced somewhat
by using different types of borders around specific cells.
To do this, first select the range of cells you would like

to surround with a border, then click at the
down arrow of the Borders icon on the second
Toolbar, shown here, which displays a choice
of twelve different types of borders, as shown

below.

Selecting a Range of Cells:
To select a range of cells, say, A3:C3, point to cell A3,
press the left mouse button, and while holding it
pressed, drag the mouse to the right, as shown below.
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In our example, we have selected the cell range A3:C3,
then we chose the 8th border from the display table.
Moving the cell pointer to the right, out of the way
reveals a better looking worksheet, as follows:

2

3

AIBICID(EIF [GIN'

To select a range from the keyboard, first make active
the first cell in the -ange, then hold down the <Shift>
key and use the right arrow key ( 0 to highlight the
required range.

To select a 3D range, across several sheets, select the
range in the first sheet, release the mouse button hold
down the <Shift> key, and click the Tab of the last
sheet in the range.

To continue with our example, move to cell A4 and type
the label Income, then enter the lumbers 14000 and
15000 in cells B4 and C4, respectively. What you
should have on your screen now, is shown below.
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Note how the labels 'Jan' and 'Feb' do not -appear
above the numbers 14000 and 15000. This is because
by default, labels are left justified, while numbers are
right justified.
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Changing Text Alignment and Fonts:
One way of improving the looks of this wcrksheet is to

also right justify the text 'Jan' and 'Feb' within
their respective cells. To do this, move the
active cell to B3 and select the range B3 to C3
by dragging the mouse, then either click the

'Align Right' icon, shown here, or choose the
Format, Cells

command, then select the Alignment tab from the
displayed Format Cells dialogue box, shown below,
choose the Right button from the list under Horizontal,
and press OK.

Format Cells

Number Aigrert Font Bader Penang %recant_
Horizontal Vertical - -[Orientation
C. Lenora hop teat

OK

r Len r Careen 1 - Cancel
C c,...i. 1. Qattara

Ci- Wall f Jiptily r ,71 tit* IN ,

C Ell 'I
r Joao

1 Weir TeatC Canter across
selection

No matter which method you choose, the text should
now appear right justified within their cells. However,
although the latter method is lengthier, it nevertheless
provides you with greater flexibility in displaying text,
both in terms of position and orientation.

We could further improve the looks of our worksheet by
choosing a different font for the heading 'Project
Analysis'. To achieve this, select cell A1, tien click on
the 'Font Size' button on the second Toolbar, to reveal
the band of available point sizes for the selected font,
as shown overleaf. From this band, choose 14, then
click in succession the 'Bold' and 'Italic' icons.
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Finally, since the numbers in cells B4 to C4 represent
money, it would be better if these were prefixed
with the £ sign. To do this, select the cell range
B4:C4, then either click the 'Currency Style'
button on the second Toolbar, shown he -e, or

choose the

Format, Style

command and select Currency from the list under
Style Name in the displayed Style dialogue box.

The numbers within the chosen range will now be
displayed in currency form, provided the width of the
cells is sufficient to accommodate them. In our
example, the entered numbers are far too long to fit in
currency form in the default cell width and appear as
shown under the 'Feb' entry.

Width 11 00 Al I ' 4000 1

A a C I +D,1
1 PROJECT ANALYSIS
2
3 eb

4 1_,__J,,I, I

5

To see the actual
err umbers we must
increase the width
of the columns
B4:C4 to 11
characters wide
(as shown at the
top left of the

adjacent display). To do this, place the mouse pointer
in between the column letters on the dividing line, and
drag the pointer to the right, as pointed to above, until
the width of the column is displayed as 11.00. The
resultant worksheet should look as follows:

A 1_13
PROJECT ANALYSIS

2

3. Jan Feb

Income £ 14 .000 OD £15,030 00 I 1
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Saving a Worksheet

Now, let us assume that we would like to stop at this
point, but would also like to save the work entered so
far before leaving the program. First, return to the
Home position by pressing <Ctrl+Home>. This is good
practice because when a workbook is opened later, the
position of the cell pointer at the time of saving the file
appears at the top left corner of the opened worksheet
which might cause confusion if below and to the right of
it there are no entries - you might think that you opened
an empty worksheet.

Next, choose the

File, Save

command to reveal the Save As dialogue box, select to
save your work in the a: drive, and type the new name
of the file, say, projectl in the File Name box (the
extension .xls is added by the program), which
replaces the default highlighted name bookl.xls.

Save As
Fie Hamar

kgolectli

Save Fie as _type:

kireetones:
af1

a

Dnyes:
1:1a

IMictosoll t xce Weekbook _ti

OK

cam -7

Clicking the OK button, causes the Summary Info
dialogue box to appear on the screen. If you do not
want to fill-in this dialogue box, click the OK button.
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Opening a Worksheet

An already saved worksheet - a workbook - can be
opened by either clicking at the 'Open' icon,
shown here, or selecting the

File, Open

command which displays the Open dialogue box. Do
not forget to change the drive to a: if that is where you
saved your work. Excel asks for a filename to open,
with the default name *.xl* being displayed in the File
Name box. If you haven't saved it, don't worry as you
could just as easily start afresh.

Next use the F2 function key to 'Edit' existinc entries or
simply retype the contents of cells (see below for
formatting) so that your worksheet 'ooks as follows:

Microsoft Excel - PROJECT2.XLS
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Costs
Wages 2003 3000 4003
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Heat/Light ISO 2130 133
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Adverts 11W 1233 1330

"13 Total Costs

13 Profit

14 Cumulative
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Formatting Entries

The information in cell Al (PROJECT ANALYSIS:
ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD) was entered left justified
and formatted by clicking on the 'Font Size' button on
the second Toolbar, and selecting 14 point font size

from the band of available font sizes, then
Li] clicking in succession the 'BoIc' and 'Italic'

icons.

The text in the cell block B3 was formatted by first
selecting the range and then clicking the 'Centre'
alignment' icon on the second Toolbar, so the
text within the range is displayed centre justified.

The numbers within the cell block B4:E4 were
formatted by first selecting the range, then clicking the
'Currency Style' icon on the second Toolbar, shown

here, so the numbers appear with two digits
after the decimal point and prefixed with the £
sign.

All the text appearing in column A (apart from that in
cell Al) was just typed in (left justified). as shown in the
screen dump on the previous page.

The lines, like the double line stretching from A3 to E3
were entered by first selecting the cell
range A3: E3, then clicking the

r _1717 down-arrow of the 'Borders' icon on the
second Toolbar, and selecting the

1=7:71710 appropriate border from the 12 displayed
options.

Filling a Range by Example:
To fill a range by example, select the range, point at the

bottom right corner of the selected
range and when the mouse pointer
changes to a small cross, drag the
mouse in the required direction.

Jan !MIMI
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In the previous case, the next cell to the right will
automatically fill with the text 'Mar' (Excel anticipates
that you want to fill cells by example with the
abbreviations for months, and does it for you). Not only
that, but it also copies the format of the selected -ange
forward. It is, therefore, evident that selecting ranges
and using icons makes various tasks a lot easier.

Microsoft Excel allows you to format both text (labels)
and numbers in any way you choose. For example, you
can have numbers centre justified in their cells, :f you
so wished.

Entering Text, Numbers and Formulae:
When text. a number, a formula, o- an Excel function is
entered into a cell, or reference is made to the contents
of a cell by the cell address, thei the content of the
status bar changes from Ready to Enter. This status
can be changed back to Ready by either completiig an
entry and pressing <Enter> or one of the arrow keys, or
by pressing <Esc>

We can find the 1st quarter total income from
consultancy, by activating cell E4, typing

=B4+C4+D4
and pressing <Enter>. The total first quarter income is
added, using the above formula, and the result is

placed in cell E4.
Now complete the insertion into the spreadsheet of the
various amounts under 'costs' and then choose the

File, Save As
command to save the resultant worksheet under the
filename project2, before going on any further.
Remember that saving your work on disc often enough
is a good thing to get used to, as even the shortest
power cut can cause the loss of hours of hard work!
Also remember that filenames should be limited to 8
alphanumeric characters, and must not contain any
spaces. The extension .xls is added by Excel.
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Using Functions

In our example, writing a formula that adds the contents
of three columns is not too difficult or lengthy a task.
But imagine having to add 20 columns! For this reason
Excel has an in-built summation function which can be
used to add any number of columns (or rows).

To illustrate how this and other functions can be used,
activate cell E4 and press the Function Wizard
button shown here. If the function you require
appears on the displayed dialogue box under
Function Name, choose it, otherwise select the

appropriate class from the list under Function
Category.

Choosing the sum function, inserts the entry
SUM(numberl ,number2,...) in the Edit line. Clicking the
Next button, causes the appearance of a second
dialogue box, as shown in the composite screen dump
below, which allows you to insert the range over which
the function is to be effective.
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In this case, we enter B4:D4 as The range we want to
summate is continuous. If the range is not continuous,
separate the varicus continuous portions of it with a
comma (,).

Pressing <Enter> or clicking the Finish button causes
the result of the ca'culation to appear in the active cell.

Using the AutoSum Icon:
With addition, there is a better and quicker way of
letting Excel work out the desired result. To illustrate
this, select the cell range B6:E12, which contains the
'Costs' we would like to add up. To add these in both
the horizontal and vertical direction, we include in the
selected range an empty column to the right of the
numbers and an empty row below the numbers, as
shown below.

IC1 0 1111-1G
PROJECT ANALYSIS: ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD

3
1

I Troy

10

Pressing the 'AutoSum' icon, shown here, inserts the
result of the summations in the empty column and row,
as shown below. The selected range remains selected

so that any other formatting can be applied by
simply pressing the appropriate icon button.
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PROJECT ANALYSIS: ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD
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Now complete the insertion of formulae in the rest of
the worksheet, noting that 'Profit', in B13, is the
difference between 'Income' and 'Total Cost', calculated
by the formula =B4 - B12. To complete the entry, this
formula should be copied using the 'fill by example'
method into the three cells to its right.

The 'Cumulative' entry in cell B14 should be a simple
reference to cell B13, that is =B13, while in cell C14
should be =B14+C13. Similarly, the latter formula is
copied into cell D14 using the 'fill by example' method.

Finally, format the entire range B6:E12 as currency by
selecting the range and clicking the 'Currency Style'
button.

If you make any mistakes and copy formats or
information into cells you did not mean to, use the

Edit, Undo

command which allows you to selectively undo what
you were just doing. To blank the conten-.s within a
range of cells, first select the range, then press the
<Del> key.

The worksheet, up to this point, should look as follows:

PROJECT3.XLS
A B 111111311.11.171.11 E F

ril
i PROJECT ANALYSIS: ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD -
2

3 Jan Feb Mar 1st Ouadei
4 Income t 14.000 00 f 15,000 00 £ 16.000 00 £ 45 COD 00
5 Costs
6 Wages £ 2000 00 £ 3000 00 £ 4,000 00 f 9,000 00
7 Travel f 400 00 f 500 00 £ 600 00 £ 1,503 00
8 Pent £ 300 00 £ 300 00 £ 330 03 £ 9130 03 ( ,._) I
9 Heat/Light f 150 00 £ 200 00 £ 130 00 £ 480 00
10 PhonefF a f 250 00 f 300 00 £ 350 00 f 903 03
II Adverts f 1.100 00 f 1,200 00 £ 1,330 03 f 3,600 CO
12 Tot al Costs f 4 200 00 £ 5,500 00 £ 6,680 00 f 16,380 00
13 Pr* £ 9000 00 f 9,500 00 £ 9,320 00 £ 28,620 00
14 Cumulative £ 9.800 00 f 1 q 311) Fri f rli R?n Iii
1

nr, Sheet 1 CSSeet2 fikeet3 / Sheeta / Sheiet5 / Sheifi 401 f

If everything is correct, use the File, Save As command
to save the worksheet under the filename project3.
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Printing a Worksheet

To print a worksheet, make sure that the printer you
propose to use was defined when you first installed
Windows.

If you have named more than one printer in your
original installation of Windows, and want to select a
printer other than your original first choice, then select
the File, Print command and select the Printer Setup
button on the displayed Print dialogue box.

The two dialogue boxes are shown below in a
composite screen dump.
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IP LeseeJel 4/414 PoelSesest en LPT1Comulatne f 9900 CO f 19 XI
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s F1

I

NUM

OK 1
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If you want to change the paper size, number of copies,
print orientation, or printer resolution, choose theSetup
button on the Printer Setup dialogue box which causes
the printer specific Setup dialogue box to be displayed.
The procedure is the same as in Microsoft Word.
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You can further change the appearance of the printout
by using the File, Page Setup command, or clicking at
the Page Setup button of the Print dialogue box. Either
of these causes the following dialogue box to appear on
the screen.

Pa e Setu.

Page

Orientation

Haman, Heede./F oda Steed

Pollak FA) r LyndecaPs

Scaling

Aillan fat 10n7132 normal m.

r [Am; pagn(s) wide by FT J tell-

pep.. F-14 :111 ....I/ min

Punt in.Qh

Fite Page Number. lAuto

OK

Ptit Prevision

tidy

By selecting the appropriate Tab on this dialogue box.
you can change your Page settings, page Margins,
specify a Header/Footer, and control how a Sheet
should be printed. Each Tab displays a different
dialogue box, appropriate to the function at hand. In the
Header/Footer dialogue box you can even click the
down-arrow against the Header and Footer boxes to
display a suggested list for these, appropriate to the
work you are doing, the person responsible for it and
even the date it is being carried out! Try it.

A very useful feature of Excel is the Scaling facility
shown in the above dialogue box. You can print actual
size or a percentage of it, or you can choose to fit your
worksheet on to one page which allows Excel to scale
your work automatically.

To preview a worksheet, click the 'Print Preview' icon
on the Toolbar, shown here, or use the Print
Preview button on the Print or Page Setup
dialogue box, or use the File, Print Preview
command.
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8. ADVANCED SPREADSHEETS

Enhancing a Worksheet

You can make your work look more professional by
adopting various enhancements, such as single and
double line cell borders, shading certain cells, and
adding meaningful headers and footers.

However, with Excel you can select easily a p -e -defined
style to display your work on both the screen and on
paper. To do this, p ace the active cell withir the table
(or range) you want to format, say C5, then select the
Format, AutoFormat which will cause the following
dialogue box to appear on the screen, displayi-ig a
sample of the chosen table format. In this way you can
choose what best suits your needs.

AutoFormat
fable Foiling:
Simple
Classic 1
Classic 2
Classic 3
Accounting 1
Accounting 2
Accounting 3
Accounting 4

loilul 1

Coloilul 2
Coloilul 3

OR

Cancel
,.'5n Feb Mar Total

East 7 7 5 19

West 6 4 7 17 Options s> I

South 8 7 9 24

Total 21 18 21 60 "ei')

Next, reduce the title of the worksheet to PROJECT
ANALYSIS, then centre it within the range
Al :El , by first selecting the range, then clicking
the 'Centre Across Columns' icon, shown here,
which causes the title to centre within the

specified range.

Finally. save the worksheet as project4, before going
on.
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Header and Footer Icons and Codes:
With the help of header and footer icons and their
codes, shown below, you can position text or
automatically insert information at the top or bottom of areport printout.

To add a header to our printed example, use the File,
Page Setup command and click on the Header/Footer
Tab, press the Custom Header button and type the
information displayed below in the Left Section and
Right Section of the Header box:

Header1. I* le select the L. lh.. chore the Ion. berm
nsee .V rabbet. ree, Ire, rename, a Ir roe

erl boo. re. credo lb. rreerre

,.ncr.on s Sondem

MIN
c=-1-1

atom or suItatl.rt
,I.ni 11\

Font button/ t
Page Number button

Total Pages button

Sheet Name button
Filename buton

Time button
Date button

I \

While the insertion pointer is in, say, the Centre Section
of the Header box, pointing and clicking on the 'Sheet
Name' button, inserts the &[Tab] code which has the
effect of inserting the sheet name of the current active
sheet at the time of printing. The first icon button
displays the Font dialogue box, while the others display
the codes listed below.

Code Action
&[Page] Inserts a page number.
&[Pages] Inserts the total number of pages.&[Date] Inserts the current date.
&[Time] Inserts the current time.
&[File] Inserts the filename of the current

workbook.
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Setting a Print Area:
To select a smaller print area than the current
worksheet, select the required area by highlighting the
starting cell of the area and dragging the mouse, or
using the <Shift+Arrows>, to highlight the block, and
use the File, Print command which displays the
following dialogue box

Print

Pnritei: HP LaseJel 414M On LPT1

Piinl What
4 Selection r

Selected Slidetit)
}Jingo Workbook

F-E3
Page Range
r;

r Pogolal
10:1

OK

Canoe

Page Setup...

Print Pawky! I

Seti-1..1

HAP

Choose the Selection button in the Print What box,
and either press the Print Preview or the OK button to
preview your repor on screen or print it on paper.

Once in preview mode. the following icons are available
to you.

The first two allow you to change sheets, while the next
one allows you to review your print output nagn fied or
at full page size - when in full page size, the mouse
pointer looks like a magnifying glass, as above. The
next three icons can be used to print, change page
settings, or to display the margins To leave the preview
option, press the Close icon.

If you want to return to the option of printing selected
sheets or the entire workbook, then click the
appropriate button in the Print What box of the Print
dialogue box.
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The default selection in the Print What box is Selected
Sheet(s) which is also what will be printed out f
you click the 'Print' icon, shown here.

If you have included headers and footers, these
will be printed out irrespective of whether you

choose to print a selected range or a selected
worksheet.

Printing our worksheet produces the following page:

Quarterly Profits Adept Consultants

Jan Feb Mar 1st Ouarter

Income £14,000 00 £ 15,000 00 £16,000 00 £ 45,000 oo

Costs:
Wages £ 2,000.00 £ 3,000 00 £ 4,000 00 £ 9,000 00

Travel 400 00 £ 500 00 600 00 £ 1,500 00

Rent £ 300 00 £ 300 00 £ 300 00 £ 900 00

HeatfLight £ '50 00 £ 200 00 £ 130 00 £ 480 00

Phone/Fa £ 250.00 £ 300 00 £ 350 00 £ 900 00

Adverts £ 1:00 00 £ 1,200 00 £ 1,300 00 £ 3,600 00

Total Cos £ 4,200 00 £ 5,500 00 £ 6,680 00 £ '6,380 00

Profit £ 9,800 00 £ 9,500 00 £ 9,320 00 £28,620 00

Cumulative £ 9,800 00 £ 19,300 00 £ 28,620 00

15/9/95 Page 1
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3 -Dimensional Worksheets

In Excel, a 3 -dimensional file is one made up with a
series of flat 2 -dimensional sheets stacked 'on top of
each other'. Each sheet is the same size, and in Itself,
behaves the same as the more ordinary worksheets. As
mentioned previously. each separate sheet in a file has
its own Tab identifier at the bottom of the screen.
Ranges can be set to span several different sheets to
build up 3 -dimensional blocks of data. These blocks
can then be manipulated, copied, or moved to other
locations in the file. A cell can reference any other cell
in the file, no matter what sheet it is on, and an
extended range of functions can be used to process
these 3 -dimensional ranges.

Manipulating Ranges:
The best way to demonstrate a new idea is to work
through an example. We will use the worksheet saved
under project4 (see end of previous chapter). Next,
start Excel, use the File, Open command, or click the

'file open' icon, and select project4. On
pressing <En-.er>, the worksheet is disolayed on
the screen as shown below.

A C

PROJECT ANALYSIS 1st Quarter

4 income
5 Costs:
6 Wages
7 Travel
8 Rant
9 HassLight
10 Phone/Fax
11 Adverts
12 Total Costs
13 Profit
14 Cumutatrve
15

f 14,000 00 f 15000 00 £ 161333 00 £45 000 00

f 2,000.00 f 3,00000 f 4 DOD 00 f 9,C00 00
f 400 03 500 00 £ 600 00 £ 1,50000 I !

f 300.00 £ 300 00 f 300 00 £ 900.00
f 150.00 £ 20000 £ 130 00 f 480.00
f 250.00 £ 300 03 I 350 00 £ 900.00

1,100.0) £ 1,20000 £ 1,3W00 £ 3,600.00
f 4,200m0 £ 5,50000 f 6,66000 £ 16.380.00
6 9,80000 £ 9,500 CO £ 9,320 00 £28 620.00
£ 9,803 00 £19,3X100 £ 28,620 00
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Copying Sheets into a Workbook

We will now fill another three sheets behind the present
one, in order to include information about ADEPT
Consultants' trading during the other three quarters of
the year. The easiest way of doing this is by copying
the information in Sheet1, including the formatting and
the entered formulae, onto the other three sheets. then
edit the numerical information in these appropriately.

To simplify this operation, Excel has a facility which
allows you to copy a sheet into a workbook. There are
two ways of doing this: (a) with the mouse, or (b) using
the menus.

With the mouse, make the sheet you want to copy the
current sheet, then press the <Ctrl> key, and while
keeping it pressed, point with the mouse on the Tab of
Sheet1 and drag it to the right, as follows:

4110 041N9190 Sheetl S Aleortee14 S1 .J 1.1
Ready I i [ NUM 1 F

11

A small black triangle indicates the place where the
copy will be inserted. If you insert a copy, say before
Sheet2, when you release the mouse button the
inserted sheet will be given the name Sheet1(2), as
shown above, where we are about to insert a second
copy before Sheet2 which will be named Sheet1(3).

Move op Co

Mom $olodel Stade
le emir.

,1411J1 I I 4 XI'.

Islam Shoot

rx- Cowie  Com

To copy a sheet with the use
of menus, select the Edit,MEM

re7--il Move or Copy Sheet
command, then highlight
Sheet2 in the Before Sheet
list of the displayed dialogue
box, then check the Create a
Copy option at the bottom of

the dialogue box, and press the OK button. Sheet1(4)
will be inserted in the Workbook.
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Next, double click the Tabs of these four new sheets
and change their names to 'Quarter 1', 'Quarter 2',
'Quarter 3' and 'Quarter 4', respectively.

The contents of the second sheet should be as follows:

B i C D

PROJECT ANALYSIS 2nd Quarter

3 Apr

4 Income £15500 00
5 Costs:
6 Wages £ 3,5130.00
1 Travel di £ 503.03
8 Rent 71 £ 3:0.00
9 Heat/Light £ 150.00

10 Phone/Fax £ 300.00
11 Adverts £ 1,250.00

May Jun 2nd Quarter

£ 16,000 00 £16500 00 £48,000 00

£ 4,000.00
£ 550.00

300.1:0

£ 120.00
£ 350.00
£ 1,3[0.00

£ 4,500.00
£ 580.00
£ 300.00
£ 100 M
£ 400 00
£ 1,350.00

£12,000.03
1,630.I)J

£ .900.00
£ 370 00
£ 1,050 00
£ 3,903.00

12 Total Costs £ 6,000.00 £ 6,620.00 £ 7,230.00 £19,850.00

13 Profit £ 9,500.00 £ 9,380 00 £ 9,270 00 £28,150 00

14 Cumulative £ 9,500.00 £18,880.00 £28,150.00
15

16

17

ilf'14i ouarted 1 (Natter 2,,( Quarter 3 Quartet 4 Sheet2jtic]

The easiest way to enter these 2nd Quarter results is to
edit the copied data (from Quarter 1) by either using the
EDIT key (F2), or double-clicking the cell you want to
edit. You should now be in a position to complete
editing the sheets of the other quarters. Be extra
careful, from now oi, to check the identification Tab at
the bottom of the screen, so as not to get the sheets
mixed up. You do not want to spend time editing the
wrong worksheet!

After building up the four worksheets (one for each
quarter - see beginning of next chapter for details on
the 3rd and 4th quarters) save the tile as project5
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Linking Sheets

A consolidation sheet could be placed in front of our
'stack' of data sheets to show a full year's results, by
making a copy of the 1st Quarter sheet and placing it in
front of it. Next, delete the entries in columns B to E,
and name it 'Consolidation'.

We are now in a position to link the consolidation sheet
to the other quarterly data sheets so that the
information contained on them is automatically
summarised and updated on it. The quarter totals in
columns E of sheets Quarter 1, Quarter 2, Quarter 3.
and Quarter 4, can be copied in turn to the clipboard
using the Edit, Copy command, and then pasted to the
appropriate column of the Consolidate sheet with the
use of the Edit, Paste Special command and pressing
the Paste Link button on the displayed dialogue box.

Note: Empty cells linked with this method, like those in
cells E5 of each quarter, appear as 0 (zero) in the
Consolidation sheet. and cannot be removed. To
correct this, copy each column E of each quarter in two
stages; E3:E4, then E6:E13.

Next, insert appropriate formulae in row 14 to correctly
calculate the cumulative values in the consolidation
sheet. The result should be as follows:

.1. $ $

A ll J C j D j E F10_1111 1___]
PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary

1 Income
5 Costs:
6 Wages

_7 Trove)
8 Rent

__9 11.3411.19h1

10 PhonsiF
11 Adverse

1.10.1114K lrv1 Ouarler
4,,...133 03 411 000 00

f 9,00000 f 12,1X0 00

3,101,r1fir
f 52,500 00

£ 13503 00

Ill, lh,arrrr
f 57 COD CO

£ 15000 00
£ 1,50000 f 1,63000 £ 1,93000 £ 200003
£ 90000 f 90000 f 90000 £ 90000
f 403 CO f 37000 £ 25000 f 61000
. 90303 f 1.05000 f 1,15000 f 127003

360303 f 3,90300 f 4,35000 f 4,51000
12 TetaI Costs £ 16 360 CO £ 19 00 E 22 ... 00 £ 21 29000
13

14 Comulstive E 20620 m £ 77f) m f e7 103 nn f 119

f 282000 £ 2015003 £ 30 42000 £ 32 710 00
90303

15

Finally, save the resultant workbook as project6
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Relative and Absolute Cell Addresses

Entering a mathematical expression into Excel, such as
the formula in cell C14 which was

=B14+C13

causes Excel to interpret it as 'add the contents of cell
one column to the left of the current position, to the
contents of cell one row above the current position'. In
this way, when the formula was later copied into cell
address D14, the contents of the cell relative to the left
position of D14 (i.e. C14) and the contents of the cell
one row above it (i.e. D13) were Jsed, instead of the
original cell addresses entered in C14. This is relative
addressing.

To see the effect of relative versus absolute
addressing, copy the formula in cell C14 into C17, as
shown below:

C.17

ilti
1 =317+C16

A 8,1 CI D I E IFI
1 PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary
2

3 1st Ouarter 2nd Ouarter 3rd Ouster 4th Ouarter
4 Income £ 45000 00 £ 48000 00 £ 52.500 00 £ 57.003 00
5 Costs:
6 Wages £ 9,000.00 f 12,000 00 £ 13,500.00 f 15,003 CIO

7 Travel £ 1,503.00 £ 1,630.00 £ 1,93100 £ 2,0130 X

6 Rent 903.00 £ 900.00 £ 900.00 £ 900 JO

9 Heat/Light £ 480.00 £ 370.00 £ 250.00 £ 610.30

10 Phone/Fax £ 900.00 £ 1,050.00 £ 1,150.00 £ 1270.30
11 Adverts £ 3,600 00 f 3,903.00 f 4,350.00 £ 4,510 .30

12 Total Costs , f 16,380 00 f 19,850 00 f 22,080.00 £ 24,290 00
13 Pmfit . E 2E1,620.03 f 28,150 00 £ 33,420.03 £ 32,710 00
14 Cumulative ' E 28,620.03 f 56,770 00 f 87,190.00 (119,900.03

15

16

17 t£
- 1 0

Note that in cell C14 the formula was =B14+C13.
However, when copied into cell C17 the formula
appears as
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=B17+C16

because it has been interpreted as relative addressing.
In this case, no value appears in cell C17 because we
are attempting to add two blank cells.

Now change the formula in C14 by editing it to

=$B$14+$C$13

which is interpreted as absolute addressing. Copying
this formula into cell C17 calculates the correct result.
Highlight cell C17 and observe the cell references in its
formula; they have not changed from those of cell C14.

The $ sign must prefix both the column reference and
the row reference. Mixed cell addressing is permitted;
as for example when a column address reference is
needed to be taken as absolute, while a row address
reference is needed to be taken as relative. In such a
case, the column letter is prefixed by the $ sign.

Freezing Panes on Screen

Sometimes there might be too much information on
screen and attempting to see a certain part of a sheet
might cause the labels associated with that information
to scroll off the screen.

To freeze column (or row) labels on a worksheet, move
the cell pointer to the right (or below) the column (or
row) which you want to freeze the labels or the screen,
and use the

Window, Freeze Panes

command. Everything to the left of (or above) the cell
pointer will freeze on the screen.
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9. SPREADSHEET CHARTS

Excel allows information within a worksheet to be
represented in graphical form which makes data more
accessible to non -expert users who might not be
familiar with the spreadsheet format. The saying 'a
picture is worth a thousand words', applies equally well
to charts and figures.

The package allows the use of several chart and graph
types, including area, bar, column, line, doughnut,
radar, XY, pie, combination, and several 3-D optiors of
these charts. In all, Excel allows fifteen different types
of charts, with a total of 102 pre -defined formats, which
can be selected with the use of an appropriate icon,
made available to you once you have selected the data
you want to chart and indicated the place you want the
chart to appear on your worksheet.

These charts (you can have several Der worksheet) can
be displayed on sc-een at the same time as the
worksheet from which they were derived since they
appear in their own 'chart' frame and can be embedded
anywhere on a worksheet. Furthermore, they car be
sent to an appropriate output device, such as a plotter
or printer. Although this charting module rivals a stand
alone graphics package, and one could write a
separate book on it, an attempt will be made to present
its basics, in the space available.

Preparing for a Column Chart

In order to illustrate some of the graphing capabilities of
Excel, we will now plot the income of the consulting
company we discussed in the project6 file. However,
before we can go on, you will need to complete the
entries for the last two quarters of trading of the Adept
Consultants' example, if you haven't already done so,
as follows:
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Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Income 17,000 17.500 18.000 18,500 19.000 19,500
Costs
Wages 4,000 4,500 5.000 4,500 5,000 5,500
Travel 600 650 680 630 670 700
Rent 300 300 300 300 300 300
Heat/Light 50 80 120 160 200 250
Phone/Fax 350 380 420 400 420 450
Adverts 1,400 1,450 1,500 1,480 1,500 1,530

Next, link the quarterly totals to the consolidation sheet
and calculate the year's total, and save as project7.

Li] 1 :--SUNVEIC L6,

=.

I

PROJECT7.XLS
A B C D E F

1 PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary
2

3 1st Ouarter 2nd Ouarter 3rd Ottarter 4th Ouarter
4 Income i 45030 00 £ 48,000 00 £ 52,500 00 E 57 .(103 00 £202,500.00
5 Costs:
6 Wages r 9,000 00 £ 12,000 00 f 13,500 00 E 15,000 00 I r 49,500 00 1
7 Travel f 1,500 00 E 1 ,633 00 f 1 933 00 £ 2,003 00 f 7060 00
8 Rent f 933 00 £ 900 03 f 903 00 f 903 00 £ 3,600 00
9 Heat/Light t 480 00 i 370 00 £ 250 CiD f 610.00 i 1,7100]

Phone/Fax r. 900 00 £ 1,050 00 £ 1,150 03 £ 1,270.00 £ 4,370 03_10

11 Adverts £ 3,600 00 £ 3,900 00 f 4350 00 f 4 ,510 013 £ 16,360 00
12 Total Costs F 16,380 00 f 19,860 00 f 22,080 00 f 24,290 CO f 82,600 00
13 Proth , 18,620 00 E 28,150 00 E 30,420 00 £ 32,710.00 f 119,900 00
14 Cumulative i :9.620 00 f 56,770 00 £ 87,190 03 f 119,900 00
15

16

14 (II4 1 .1\ Cunsolulalloni Quarter 1 / Quartet 2 f Quarter 3_/ Quarter 4 1111 II

Now we need to select the range of the data we want to
graph. The range of data to be graphed in Excel does
not have to be contiguous for each graph, as with some
other spreadsheets. With Excel, you select your data
from different parts of a sheet with the <Ctrl> key
pressed down. This method has the advantage of
automatic recalculation should any changes be made to
the original data. You could also collect data from
different sheets to one 'graphing' sheet by linking them
as we did with the consolidation sheet.
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Lr-rd

If you don't want the chart to be recalculated when you
do this, then you must use the Edit, Copy and Edit,
Paste special commands and choose the Values
option from the displayed dialogue box, which copes a
selected range to a specified target area of the
worksheet and converts formulae to values. This is
necessary, as cells containing formulae cannot be
pasted directly since it would cause the relative cell
addresses to adjust to the new locations and each
formula would then recalculate a new value for each
cell and give wrong results.

The ChartWizard

To obtain a chart of 'Income' versus 'Quarters', select
the data in cell range A3..E4, then either click at
the ChartWizard, shown here, or use the Insert,
Chart, Qn This Sheet command. On doing so,
the cursor changes (once in the worksheet

area) to a small column chart, as shown below.

PROJECT7.XLS ool
G n

PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary

Caste;

ENWages f 9.00000 12,000 00 £ 13,500 00 £ 15,003 00 £ 49.500 00
Travel 1.500 00 f 1,630 CO f 1,930 03 f 2003 00 £ 7,060 00
Rent f 900 00 £ 903130 £ 900 00 £ 903 CO f 3.600 CO

Heat/. 19 £ 16000 f 37000 f 25003 f 61000 f 1,71000
PhoneS ax f 90000 £ 1,050 co £ 1.150 00 f 1.270 00 f 1,370 03
Adverts f 3 ^rr 03 £ 3100 f 4 00 f 451003 £1636000
Total Costs £ 16 380 00 £ 19:_100 £ 22'.'.00 £ 24 03 £ 6260000

f 20 20 00 £ 2815003 £ 30 420 00 £ 327100) £11990003
Cumulative E 29 620 00 £ 56 770 00 £ 8719003 £11990300

Irl

Now move the mouse pointer to the place you want to
position the top -left corner of your chart, press the left
mouse button and while keeping it pressed, drag the
mouse down and to the right to form a dotted rectangle
within which the chart will appear automatically once
you release the mouse button and have selected the
chart type. The result could be as follows:
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Ci Chart

[AA 1A. IS . :-71

PROJECT 7.XLS
8 C 0 E F G

PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary

4 Income
5 Comm
6 Wages
7 Travel
8 Rent
9 Heat/Li
10 Phone*ti
11 Adverts
12 Total Co.
13 Profit
14 Cumulative'
15

16

ICI OUNIPC led °WOW 3rd Ottartm 4th (matter
£ 45.000 00 148000 03 I 52,500 03 157000 00 42112,500M

C60.000 CO
CSOOCO 00
040.00000
030000 00
02000000
C10.000 CO

c.

el 2M 1,4 4m
anew Cluarin Quarto/ Ouener

Note that while the frame containing a chart is selected
(you can tell from the
presence of the small
black squares around
it), a special Chart
toolbar, shown here,
appears above and to

the right of it. These icons have the following function:

Produces a drop -down series of icons from
which you can select the chart type.

Allows you to select the default chart.

Allows you to select ChartWizard's dialogue
boxes to specify the data range for the chart
and whether the data series s in rows or
columns.

Toggles the horizontal gridlines on or off.

Toggles the legends on or off.
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You can change tne size of a selected chart by
dragging the small four -headed arrow pointer (which
appears when the mouse pointer is placed at the edges
of the frame and on the small black boxes). You can
also move the whole frame to a new position by clicking
within it and dragging it to its new position.

As an example of wnat you can do with a chart, let us
select a pattern to be used as a frame, by using the
Format, Object command and in the displayed Format
Object dialogue box, shown below, select Custom
under the Patterns tab and choose the 7th Style the
4th Weight line, anc click at the Shadow box to cross
it. Next, change the chart type to a 3D column chart, to
obtain the displayed chart overleaf.

Format Object

Pattwon Protoebon

Bads
1' ttutoouttoc

C Rate

Oi Custom

Ityte IMMEMIIMMd

F

fie for

F Shadow
r Round Canso.

g Agleam&

r they
E D. IN 1. -NElessumar.

-1.-wiliarmir-ramow
Hsi, I F

MINIMMENIN

OK

Cancs4

BOP

I

Try it, then change the first quarter income from
£45,000 to £55,000 (on the Quarter 1 sheet), and watch
how the change is reflected on the redrawn graph on
the Consolidation sheet displayed on the next page.

Finally, revert to the original entry 'or the first quarter's
income, change your chart back -.o a simple column

type, and then save your work again under the
filename project7 by simply pressing the Save
icon shown here. Your current work will be
saved to disc replacing the previous version

under the same filename.
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CI PROJECT7XLS 1:113
1111111111=11M31111111111311111=71111111111:11111111111111=11113111110

1 PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary MII jEca r,-,F:i fiF-D,
IlllElQ

1st 011411P.' 2141014ttel lid 011c111YI all 004(101 ---...
IIICOMR ,-,c non rin 1- 4B mn no £ 52,500 00 [ 57 mil C2124130.00
Costs:

EllEl
1:1
113
113

Visa's
Travel
Rant
HeattIght
Phone/Fax
Adverts

Income

£60.00000 --
[501000.00

140,000 00
Total Costs

income
Li Is? ,, p S

Ell Cumulative ,3. 3

El
ED

When Excel creates a chart, it plots each row or column
of data in the selected range as a 'data series', such as
a group of bars, lines, etc. A chart can contain many
data series, but Excel charts data according to the
following rules:

If the selected range contains more rows than
columns of data, Excel plots the data series
by columns.

X-axis labels 1st data series 2nd data series 3rd data serie

If the selected range contains more columns
than rows of data, or the same number of
columns and rows, Excel plots the data series
by rows.

Legend X-axis labels > >
labels 1st data series > >

2nd data series >- >
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If you select a rarge to chart which includes column
and row headings, and :ext above or to the left of the
numeric data, Excel uses the text to create the axis
labels, legends, and title.

If your data selection does not obey these rules, you
must use the ChartWizard, and tel Excel how your data
series is structured in the 4th displayed dialogue box.
The ChartWizard opens 5 dialogue boxes altocether,
as follows:

1. Range selection

ChartWizard - Ste 1 of 5

11 the selected .ells do rot contain the date you wish to
chait. select a leer lentil now.
Include the cel s containing low and column labels it you want
those labels to at Peet on the chad.

flange. I

Cancel < Rack ( Neat) I

2. Chart type selection

1.=. CharriAlizard - Step 2 of 5

Select a chat twe:
Awn

Al
Bat Lamm

i

LM Lie

AO
Doughnut

___...,:

Raga (acatteti

.111!.;

Cetillunation

itiii
3 D Aleala

3 D Bat 3-DColuein 3-D line 3-0 Pie 3-D Surface

gi Al CAD *i
Help I Cancel < lack II NM)
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3. Format selection for chosen chart

ChartWizard - Ste 3 of 5

Select a format tot the Column duet:
1 2 3 4

111111.

6 7
e

9 9 10 _
1-1. I 4 di

. 2

iinie Cancel ( lack I Nest) r4 finish I

4. Data series specification

ChartWizard - Step 4 of 5

Sample Chen
Data Seam in:

(1 nem:
C Column

jba First 1.[Floolofai
to Googol, pq A. Labels.

Diarist FE1Colluria)
to Lagoad Toe.

Cancel < kaa I Ned f".1, I

5. Legend and title selection

ChartWizard - Ste S of S

Sir., Chen

Uwe
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Alt Take
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Saving and Naming Charts:
When you save a worksheet, the chart or charts you
have created are saved with it. Charts are numbered
automatically as you create them and are given the
default name Chart#, where # is a sequental number
starting with 1. If you have created a chart and
subsequently deleted it, the next chart created will be
named one number above the deleted chart.

If you prefer, you can rename charts so that they have
names more relevant to what they represent. To do so,
select the chart by clicking within its boundaries, then
click the Reference Indicator (which should display the
name Chart#), and type a new name.

As we will be creatirg quite a number of charts, rename
the existing Chart1 to Income_bar.

Pre -defined Chart Types

To select a different type of chart, click the ChartWizard
icon shown here, or select the Insert, Chart

LWcommand. The 2nd ChartWizard dialogue box
displayed previously, lists 15 different chart
options, but 6 of these are 3D versions of Area,

Bar, Column, Line, Pie, and Surface charts. The nine
main graph -types are normally used to describe the
following relationships between data:

Area: for showing a volume relationship
between two series, such as
production or sales, over a given
length of time.

Bar: for comparing differences in data -

non -continuous data that are not
related over time - by depicting
changes in horizontal bars to show
positive and negative variations from
a given position.
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Column: for comparing separate items - non -
continuous data which are related
over time - by depictinc changes in
vertical bars to show positive and
negative variations from a given
position.

Line: for showing continuous changes in
data with time.

Pie: for comparing parts with the whole.
You can use this type of chart when
you want to compare the percentage
of an item from a single series of
data with the whole series.

Doughnut: for comparing parts with the whole.
Similar to pie charts, but can depict
more than one series of data.

Radar: for plotting one series of data as
angle values defined in radians,
against one or more series defined in
terms of a radius.

XY: for showing scatter relationships
between X and Y. Scatter charts are
used to depict items which are not
related over time.

Combination: for comparing different chart types or
different scaling systems by
overlaying different type of charts (up
to a maximum of four).

You can change the type of chart by selecting one of
the fifteen alternate chart types (including the 3D
variations of Area, Bar, Column, Line, Pie, and Surface)
from the 2nd ChartWizard dialogue box, pressing the
Next button and choosing one of the pre -defined charts
from the displayed selection, provided your data fits the
selection.
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Customising a Chart

In order to customise a chart, you need to know how to
add legends, titles, text labels, arrows, aid how to
change the colour and pattern of tie chart background,
plot areas and chart markers, and how to select, move
and size chart objects.

Drawing a Multiple Column Chart:
As an exercise, we will consider a new column chart
which deals with the quarterly 'Costs' of Adept
Consultants. To achieve this, first select the cell range
A3:E3 then, while iolding the <Ctrl> key down, select
the costs range A6:E11 and press the ChartWizard icon
(or use the Insert, Chart command), and select the
target area. The column chart of the 6 different
quarterly costs will be drawn automatically, as
displayed in the 4th ChartWizard dialogue box shown in
the composite sc-een dump below. Note that the
highlighting of the selected range actually disappears
once the target area is defined.

5 Cu 1s:

6

10
11

9P00 00 1£ 12 t t CI)

Travel £ 1,500 00-1 £ ,630 00
Rent f .90) 00 f 900 03 ,

Heatlight 4 0 00 ' f 370 CO

Phone 'F , -113 00 f 1,05000
Ativens

of

-1111111111111111112
Smola awl

500.00. t 15,LIO _
I 930 03 £ 2.000

903 03 f TO
250 03 f EIO

1150 00 f 1.70 -

f 49,500 00
£ 7,030 CO

£ 3,030 00
f 1,71000
f 4,37000

Ds a Sevie. inr fi
G &Yaw

We Fire Cohan al
lor [slew,' (X) Am Larch.

Ue Foss fr---rio.4.1
t.444.41 I"

Deb flame Ned

113
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Because the selected range contains more rows than
columns of data, Excel follows the 1st rule of data
series selection which, however, might not be what you
want.

To have the 'quarters' appearing on the x-axis and the
'costs' as the legends, we need to tell Excel that our
data series is in rows by clicking the Row button on the
4th ChartWizard dialogue box. Immediately this is done
the column chart changes to:

Now click the Next button, and type in the Chart Title
box of the 5th ChartWizard dialogue box the heading
'PROJECT ANALYSIS - Year Summary', followed by
the Axis Titles as shown below.

ChartWizard - Ste' 5 of 5
Sample Chort

Add a Legend?
Y.
No

Qum( I Al.
II ANAI Y615 Yira. seem.,
Am Titles
Ceiespoup Da (Juane!.

Valise Int

Second Y

Cancel each l Ni*e > I Dnith
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When you click the Finish buttor, the following chart
appears on the screen

(15.000 00

(10,000 00

[500000

PROJECT ANALYSIS Year Summary

,

151 Juisrler 2nd Custer 3rd Quer! r 4th Gk ad,

Ouert el' 

4

 Wages

IR Travel

0 Res.!!

 Healkytil
 Phcoef e.
 Acverts

If you make a mistake and you want to try again, make
sure the unwanted chart is selected, then press the
<Del> key. Once you are satisfied with your efforts,
name your chart Cpsts_bar and save your work under
the filename project8.

Changing a Title and an Axis Label:
To change a title or an axis label within a chart, double-
click inside the chart. Once this is done, clicking at the
title, the X- or Y-axis label, or the legends, reveals that
these are individual objects (they are surrounded by
small black squares) and you can re -position them, or
change their font and point size, as shown below.
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Insert
lilies...

Format

Data Labels...
Legend
Axes...
Gridlines...
Picture...

New Data...

Worksheet
Chart
Macro

Once you have selected a chart, by
double-clicking inside it, the Insert
command reveals a changed
drop -down sub -menu from the usual
one, as shown here. From this
sub -menu you can enter titles or axis
labels, enter data labels, add chart
legends, specify which axis to display,
specify which gridlines to display, or
insert a picture from a file. You can
even select new data to add to your
chart.

Drawing a Pie Chart:
To change the chart type, simply select the chart, then
click the Chart Type icon on the Chart Toolbar and
choose the pie picture from the displayed drop -down
list. If the selected chart was the 'quarterly costs' chart.
then on pressing the OK button the chart would be
redrawn to the following:

l'[20,11 CI ANALYSIS Year Summary

To obtain a different pie chart, you must select the data
range again, then click the ChartWizard, choose the pie
chart from the displayed chart types, then select the
specific pie chart that best fits your data, specify the
type of series data as 'rows', and give the chart a title.
For example, you could choose the following:
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PROJECT ANALYSIS . Year Summary

131 Quartet

ath Quartet 18%

31%

This chart tells us that the costs have been increasing
from 18% for the 1st quarter to 31% for the 4th quarter,
in a clockwise manner, but it doesn t tell us mach nore.

As a last example in chart drawing, we will us= the
same data range of the costs from The worksheet to plot
a 3-D pie chart.

The steps are the same as before, but for the 3-D
option and specifying the type of series data as
'columns'. The result should be as follows:

PROJECT ANALYSIS Year Summary

AcNeols

72%
. .

Ftenefax
5%

1.1 84.881 Woos
56%3%

Reef

5% Trend
9%

It is now obvious that the information contained in this
chart is much more than in the 2-D version.
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If you want to explode an individual pie slice, you can
do so by simply dragging it. This is poss ble as each
slice is treated as a separate object, but you must
increase the size of your chart before you can
accurately pinpoint the required slice.

Finally, name the pie chart Costs_pie and save your
worksheet as project9.

Excel has many more features than the ones we have
introduced in ths book. For example, you could use
Excel's database and macro capabilities, and also
explore its various tools, such as the Auditor, the Goal
Seek, the What -if Tables, and the Solver. We hope we
have given you sufficient basic knowledge to be able to
explore these topics by yourself.

However, if you would prefer to be guided through
these topics, then may we suggest you look up the later
chapters of the book Excel 5 Explained (BP352), also
published by BERNARD BABANI (publishing) Ltd.
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10. THE POWERPOINT ENVIRONMENT

Microsoft PowerPoint is a powerful and versatile
Graphics Presentation package which, however, s the
least used of the MS -Office compoients

The key element of PowerPoint is the Slide Show and
the production of ancillary material. such as scripted
notes to accompany each slide, laser copies of slides,
and an outline view of all the information ii the
presentation. However, Microsoft uses the word slide to
refer to each individual page of presentaticn and you
can format the output for overhead projectcr acetates,
or electronic presertation on screen.

In addition, you can apply the skills you have already
gained in using Word and Excel and use material
created in these applications within PowerPoint.

Starting the PowerPoint Program

To start PowerPoint, start Windows, open the Windows
Program Manager, and if you are using a
mouse, point to the Microsoft PowerPoint
icon, shown here, and double-click the left
mouse button.

(4)
McFosoll

PowerPoint

Although you could start PowerPoint using the usual
keyboard procedure, there is not much point do ng so,
unless you simply wanted to learn about the program,
as a mouse is mandatory, if you are going to do
anything at all with it.

When PowerPoint is loaded, a screen displays with
similar Title bar, Menu bar, Toolbar and Formatting bar
to those of Word and Excel. Obviously there are
differences, but that is to be expected as PowerPoint
serves a different purpose to the other programs.
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The PowerPoint Screen

The opening screen of PowerPoint is showr below. The
program follows the usual Microsoft Windows
conventions with which you should be very familiar by
now. Scroll bars and scroll buttons appear within the
window in which you load a presentation.

Applications Control Menu Box

I  le Ida View trued Iorm.l loots

Title Bar

Minimise Button Restore Buttons

Menu Bar

ie/Mil s td1 Pore Mein

0,no, Window ifelp

RIM no nopoicampirrielf.vr ral

or --W

r
rr,

Drawing Tool Bar
Standard Tool Bar

Formatting Tool Bar

row Uwe

Iw can c.o.d.s haosAi fa Ow We ad/o lolla
wsoo eswonlawon Mn shag... bOs a int

lomat on the Side Mrs Facen Ow Www Noce
MM 4.1 Oen Wm" Sid. Male

oK

Status bar

sPemPaniTrolteDo

Mouse pointer

After clicking the OK button on the Tip of the Day box,
the program displays the PowerPoint dialogue box,
shown on the next page. The same dialogue box also

displays when you dick the New icon, shown
here, but its name changes to New
Presentation. The options on this dialogue
box make it easy for you to start your
presentation.

n
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PowerPoint

Create a New Preservation Using

ti,)) AutoConlent Wizard

EL) 1, Pick a Look Wizard

C Implate

C. Blank Pratent-atio

OK

Cancel

Tip lor
New
Users

Heir, I

The Autoccribmt
.v.r.d is the

- r !ben E sisting Presentation Way to cleans a
presentation.

These options allow you :o create a new presentation,
as follows:

AutoContent Wizard Activates a Wizard that
helps you determine the
content and organisation of
your presentation.

Pick a Look Wiza-d Activates a Wizard that
helps you determine the
look and feel of your presen-
tation.

Template Allows you to select a pres-
entation template that deter-
mines the colour scheme,
fonts, and other design fea-
tures of the presentation.

Blank Presentation Allows you to start w th a
blank presentation wits all
values for colour scheme,
fonts, and other design fea-
tures set to default values.

The last option allows you to either Open an Ex sting
Presentation or use the Current Presentation =ormat.
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The only new item on the screen is the Draw Toolbar
on the left of the display. It has the following functions:

A

O

C:5

Selection Tool

Text Tool

Line Tool

Rectangle Tool

Ellipse Tool

Arc Tool

Freeform Tool

Free Rotate Tool

AutoShapes

Fill On/Off

Line On/Off

Shadow On/Off

To use these various tools, you must have a
Presentation window open. The one below can be
found in the samples subdirectory of the powerpnt
directory. Also note the additional Slide View buttons.

Slide Views

io LOWCHRI.PIPI

Scroll button

Scroll bar

Instructions for using Flow Charts

yal I.. mw1
rely Ilan b nt your Mo.

V . SorcarY b mt. rou

OW. OW
.1111111.
IMO _. '

Rrir-nr-nn

Slide work area

Previous Slide
Next Slide

croll bar
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PowerPoint Views

The Slide View bar at the bottom left corner of the
Presentation window, is shown enlarged below.

Slide View Outline View

A

Slide Sorter Notes Pages Slide Sri )w
View View

These five Slide View buttons are the key to the editing
power of PowerPcint. They allow you to replace the
main Slide View edit window with an Outline View of the
text which you can also edit. The Slide Sorter View
displays thumbnail views of your work, and the Notes
Pages View displays the notes page containing your
scripted comments. Finally, the SI de Show view allows
you to see your work as an electronic presentaton on
screen.

Outline View:
In Outline View, ycur work displays the slide titles and
main text in typical outline mode. It is the easiest way of
organising and edit ng presentation text.

irYlt4lial 4E,9 I xiMitilajltfai digl-F37- El (0
Ana4 LI 317- Ei rin irTimiTtilogi Eg -

- .C t Instructions for using Flow Charts
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Slide Sorter View:
In this view, you can see the whole presentation at
once. You can reorder slides, add transitions, and set
timing for electronic presentations.

ff514n n tbOtE E'Erl Ira acoRz- Cl SA
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Notes Pages View:
This is where you create speaker's notes for any or all
of your presentation slides.

rEil r-uniir-Aw r Lerd
1=1 CI AD riT, 3 firAIALtLti
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Slide Show View:
In this view you see your work as an electronic
presentation, with each slide filling the screei. You can
also see the effect of the transitions and timing that you
set in the Slide Sorter View.

Instructions for using Flow Charts

Pick the components you want then
rearrange them to rt your needs.

Use to. Scale command to rastne your chart
This way. in. I11.411 rastar tool

Choose the
modules
you want

To see the next slide it full -screen view click the left
mouse button. To return to a previous PowerPoint view
from a full -screen Slide Show View, press <Esc>.

Also note that the Draw Toolbar is sometimes different
in different PowerPoint views. Their functior is easy to
learn; just point to each unfamiliar button in turn and a
ToolTip will appear in a yellow box

Getting Familiar with PowerPoint

PowerPoint comes with a five-minute presentation on
what the program can do. You can find Quick Preview
under the Help menu. This preview is a good
introduction to the powerful Templates and Wizards
which Microsoft has incorporated into all the programs
within MS -Office.
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Using Help in PowerPoint

The Microsoft PowerPoint Help Program provides a
comprehensive on-line help in exactly the same way as
the Word and Excel Help programs. No matter what
you are doing, you can either press the Fl function key
to display context sensitive Help screens, or click the
Help button on the Standard toolbar, then move the
modified mouse pointer to an area of the screen or on
to a particular toolbar button and press the left mouse
button, or choose Help from the Main Menu bar, to
display a short menu, then choose Index to display the
PowerPoint Help index.

Another way of getting help is with the Help, Cue
Cards command.

Cue cards can also be used as a familiarisation option
as they offer detailed information on a number of
selected topics, as shown below.

Cue Cards
Menu I Search I heck

Welcome to PowerPoint

Cue Cards is a friendly online coach that
teaches you with step-by-step instructions
Cue Cards remain visible as you do your own
work

What do you want to do?

0 Add a logo or text to every slide

0 Change presentation defaults

Q Change colors in the color scheme

Edit PowerPoint clip art

i=3 Branch to another presentation in slide
show

> Drill down to supporting information in
slide show

0 Add sound or video

0 Run multiple presentations in slide show

Rehearse your presentation

El Review presentation design tips
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11. DESIGNING A PRESENTATION

In this chapter we will use PowerPoint's Wizards to
design a simple presentation quickly and effectively.
Below, we show the first page of the firished
presentation in black and white overhead format, so
that you can have al idea of the overall design.

xVozverPoint - The Wizards

One step at a time

...

  
( --,Nt 111. I.

7_21MUIRCC1

The AutoContent Wizard

When you first start PowerPoint, or you click the New
icon on the Toolbar, shown here, you are

D
offered the opportunity to use one of the
Wizards, select a template on which to base
your work, or begin with a blank presentation.

Most users would, without question, like to produce a
presentation in no time at all. Wizards are an excellent
starting point, even if you know what you want to do
and how to do it. Therefore, select the AutoContent
Wizard in the displayed New or PowerPoint dialogue
box, discussed on page 121.
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Later you can customise your presentation using
PowerPoint's editing tools.

Clicking the OK button, starts the display of four
dialogue boxes in which you are:

Welcomed to the PowerPoint Wizards
Asked to specify what you are going to talk about
(we typed the text PowerPoint - The Wizards).

Asked to select the type of presentation you are
going to give (we selected Training).
Informed that your presentation is ready, and
that you can replace suggested items at will.

The second and third dialogue boxes are displayed
below.

AutoContent Wizard - Ste 2 of I

lai Deoeneraturn
In elms

Wall Had by waking a Tolle Slide.
Type in the Wane... you went.

What ate you pang lo talk ab
PorePntra The Wvaorls

nom?

Other reoneation you'd hke to

AuloContent Wizard - Ste. 3 of 4

Statjeri Araroda

Overvire

Vorabuiary

Tapir I

T.pir

 Summary

Other taferniatiew
Seetes

Select Itro type or prasonlottort pokers
gang to vett

 liecornatenting a Stiatoto
 Setting a Product. Sorricn or Itiao
f. Itatronsa

 Ropafing Prooreis
I Communicating Bed Nam
I Genoa al

Vans
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When you click the Finish button of the 4th dialogue
box, the AutoContent Wizard d splays the following
suggested list of topics in Outline mode.

Presentation

0 PowerPoint - The Wizards

0 Introduction
 Define the subject natty
 State what the audence will learn in this session

 Fax' out any rdevant background and utter est of the austerce

3 o Agenda
 Ltd the topics to be covered

 Ltd the times allotted to each

4 o Overview
 Gtve the big picture of the subject

 Explasn how all the endrndual topics fit together

s tp Vocabulary
 Glossary of tons
 Define the terms as used in this subject

6 0 Topic One
 Explasn decals

 Gore an example
 Exercise to re enforce learning

MI -11W isirgil

Illono I Iowa, I 4n'
llota to wodunp n PotootrPolni

003 pin total., n t.wn. Cottro
You to combos to ell Oi Ow How To go to
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To asa is Oahe Wow

r2

I Saard V* kW IVV*: *WI VMS*.
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TO go 10 Side NW

Cooseoclok on P. to natio Iv roe
MO ye.l onoa lo wan. N.

Watt noa onno b noT

M won n Wino MO

Ltj vo", n Lev
cots. graVree a» N M m arsvtr,
GO to Os Mon OJII C-403

121 9to« cu woo otin AtooCcort matte

We have used the usual editing methods (see Chapter
4) to replaced some of the suggested topics with our

own. added some extra demoted (more
indented) topics using the Demote button on

11110' the Outline Toolbar, shown here, and deleted
topics that were of no relevance to our
presentation.

To return to the original bulleted level from a
demoted level, you w II have to use the
Promote button on the Outline Toolbar.

The result of our efforts is displayed on the next page.
Note that each numbered topic in the Outline mode,
results in a different slide. These can be viewed by
clicking the double arrow buttons at the extreme bottom
right part of the w ndow - see lower screen display on
next page,
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0 PowerPoint - The Wizards

0 Introduction
 PowerPoint Wizards
 The AutoContent Wizard
 Thr Pick a Look Wrzard

u Overview
 Wizards are an extension of the template idea

Using Wersrds cam result in  profesonel-lookreg preserdetron

 The AutoContent Wizard
lets you select the type of presentation

- Tin Wizard mates  presented., complete with suggested contents

You can then replace the suggested topics
nth your own

 The Pick a Look Wizard lets you choose the look of your work

- The Wizard allows you to
pock  terupYte nom  colketion of design

- Von a= live select the fowling towhee to your presentee.

 You have control over the production of Slides, or Overhmds

I
Iwl

Moving the insertion pointer within the tex: of slide 1

and clicking the Slide View button at the bottom of the

screen, displays the following screen:

ICI
Presentation

PowerPoint - The Wizards

Click to add sub -title

IFICIOPIP3C

First, click within the dotted area of the first slide of your

presentation and add the sub -title One step at a time.

Next, save your work as presentl, using the File, Save

As command.
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msolloce

povretpnt
template
bottovihd

-W111111. lar

Cancel

Eind Fie.. I

I mop

The Pick a Look Wizard

Our presentation might not be exactly what we had in
mind, but we can use the Pick a Look Wizard to change
the overall design.

To change the default design of slides, do the following:

Click the Pick a Look Wizard button cn
PowerPoint's toolbar, shown here,
which displays 9 dialogue boxes, one
after the other.

On the second dialogue box, select Black and
White Overheads.

On the third dialogue box, click the More button
which opens the Presentation Template dialogue
box, shown below.

Fie Name: aigectodes:

cloamondb ppt eA...Uemplate berovl he

cortletib ppl

dblIAMIEF'h
dtopsttb ppt
embo.sclb ppt

!testa., ppl
Magi) pig
Imenth ppl
Lpnlynkt, ppl
intlb ppt
$slandh ppt

ppt

Liti Files or

In the Presentation Template dialogue box,
select the diamondb.ppt file, and click the
Apply button.

Either look at the rest of the dialogue boxes and
accept the default options, or click the Finish
button on the third dialogue box.
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The result, so far, is saved under the filename
present2. We chose to display our work as a Black and
White Overhead, as this prints better on the page.
However, if you are fond of colour, you could choose
On -Screen Presentation instead.

Below, we show the process of moving the main title
from its present position to the position shown by the
dotted rectangles To achieve this, do the fol owing:

Point within the text area of the title and click the
left mouse button. This causes a border to
appear around the title.

Place the mouse pointer on the title border and
click the left mouse button. This places handles
around the border, which can be used to
increase the size of the border.

To move the title, place the mouse pointer on the
title border and drag it to the new position. The
outer dotted rectangle indicates the border, while
the inner dotted rectangle indicates the position
of the text.
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Inserting a Clip Art Image

To personalise our work, let us insert a clip art image
on the front page of our presentation. To do
this, click the Insert Clip Art button on the
Toolbar, shown here. This opens the
Microsoft aipArt Gallery, provided you have
the means of accessing it, from which you can

choose a picture.

Usually, the ClipArt Gallery is held on a CD-ROM disc
because of its size. Note the different categories; there
are 33 in all, each one of which has at least 25 images.
We chose the first image of the second row of the
Academic category.
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Sad 42 are the clos, n

144001 Sewt a
awl lam

Er_Calegey *whimIl'I 17-CSFIUS,ACADEMC PCS

Clicking the OK button, transfers the image onto the
title page of our presentation.

If you do not have access to the Microsoft ClipArt
Gallery, you could always draw your own design.

Our final result (we will tell you what text enhancements
to apply and what additional text insert using the
Draw Toolbar), is shown overleaf.
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CSM) .

- The Wizards

One step at a time

im
To obtain the design shown above, do the following:

Select the title text and click the Bold icon on the
Tool bar. The title appears in italics as part of our
choice of template.

Move the sub -title to the position shown, select it
and click the Bold icon on the Toolbar.

Move the Clip Art image to its new position.

Use the Text Tool on the Draw Toolbar to add
text at the bottom of the screen. We chose the
letters CSM - you could choose your company's
name or even your initials.

Use the Ellipse Tool to add an ellipse around the
typed letters.

Save the final presentation under the name present3.

* * *

PowerPoint is obviously capable of a lot more than we
have introduced here, but you should now have the
confidence to explore more of the package by yourself.
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12. THE ACCESS DATABASE

Microsoft Access is a database management system
(DBMS) designed to allow users to store and retrieve
information easily and quickly. A database is a

collection of data that exists and is organised around a
specific theme or requirement. It can be of the 'flat -file'
type, or it can have relational capabilities, as in the
case of Access, which is known as a relational
database management system (RDBMS).

The main difference between flat -file and relational
database systems is that the latter can store and
manipulate data in multiple 'tables', while the fo-mer
systems can only manipulate a single table at any given
time. To make accessing the data easier, each row (or
record) of data within a database table is structured in
the same fashion, i.e., each record will have the same
number of columns (or fields).

We define a database and its various elements as
follows:

Database A collection of data organised for
a specific theme in one or more

Table A two-dimens onal structure in
which data is stored, like in a
spreadsheet

Record A row of information in a table
relating to a single entry and
comprising one or more fields.

Field A single column of information of
the same type, such as people's
names.

In Access the maximum number of tables in a database
is limited to 128 and the maximum number of fields in a
table to 256. However, the maximum number of records
in a table is limited only by the capacity of your system.
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A good example of a flat -file database is the invoicing
details kept on clients by a company. These details
could include name of client. description of work done,
invoice number, and amount charged, as follows:

NAME Consultancy Invoice Value

VORTEX Co Ltd Wind Tunnel Tests 9501 120 84
AVON Construction Adhesive Tests 9502 103.52
BARROWS Associates Tunnel Design Tests 9503 99.32
STONEAGE Ltd Carbon Dating Tests 9504 55 98
PARKWAY Gravel Material Size Tests 9505 180.22

WESTVVOOD Ltd Load Bearing Tests 9506 68.52

Such a flat -file DBMS is too limited for- the type of
information normally held by most companies. If the
same client asks for work to be carried out regularly,
then the details for that client (which could include
address, telephone and fax numbers, contact name,
date of invoice, etc., will have to be entered several
times. This can lead to errors, but above all to
redundant information being kept on a client - each
entry will have to have the name of the client, their
address, telephone and fax numbers.

The relational facilities offered by Access, overcome
the problems of entry errors and cuplication of
information. The ability to handle multiple tables at any
one time allows for the grouping of data into sensible
subsets. For example, one table, called client, could
hold the name of the client, their address, telephone
and fax numbers, while another table, called invoice,
could hold information on the work done, invoice
number, date of issue, and amount charged. The two
tables must have one unique common field, such as
client reference number. The advantage is that details
of each client are entered and stored orly once, thus
reducing the time and effort wasted on entering
duplicate information, and also reducing the space
required for data storage.
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Starting Access

To start Access you need to first start Windows. When
the program is loaded, open the Windows
Program Manager, and if you a -e using a
mouse, point to the Access icon, showr here,
and double-click the left mouse button.

With the keyboard, after opening the Windows
Program Manager, use the <Ctrl+Tab> key combination
until the Microsoft Access Group is highlighted, then
use the cursor keys to highlight the Access application
icon, and press the <Enter> key.

ci
Miciosoft
Access

The Welcome to Access Screen:
It is perhaps worth spending some time looking through
the various parts Of the MS Access Cue Cards that
teach you about Microsoft Access.
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For example, to Get a quick introduction point to the
first button and click the left
mouse button. This opens up
a new MS Access Cue Cards
window with more options for
you to choose from.

If you don't want the Cue
Cards window to open next
time you start Access, click at
the small square at the bottom
of the opening screen so that
a large X appears in it.

Parts of the Access Screen

Below we show the Access opening screen with the MS
Access Cue Cards application also displaying its
welcoming screen.
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As you can see, these application and document
windows have some common screen elements with
those of other MS -Office applications. As usual,
depending on what you are doing with Access, the
items on the menu bar can be different from those of
the opening screen. Also, although more than one
window can be displayed simultaneously, only one is
the active window which displays at the top of any other
non -active windows (the exception being MS Access
Cue Cards - to close it, press <Alt+F4>).

Using Help in Access

The Access Help Program functions in exactly the
same way as the Help Program of the other VAS -Office
applications. No matter what you are doing, pressing
the Fl function key displays a help screen.
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Another way of getting context sensitive help is to click
the Help button on the Toolbar, shown here, then move

the modified mouse pointer to an Access

Pe?
menu option or to a giver Toolbar button and
click the left mouse button. This opers an
appropriate help screen.
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Database Elements

To start designing a database using Microsoft Access,
start Access, which opens the simple. two -menu option
Access screen, with the File and Help options on the
Menu bar. If the MS Access Cue Cards program loads,
double-click the Application Control Menu Box, to close
this application.

Next click the New Database icon, shown to the left, or
use the File, New Database command, which
causes the New Database dialogue box to be
displayed, as follows:

Ile 1180/4

103=

Lid Fie d lype
1,411 r

almmeloolm
c%

rf

In the File Name
box, type the
database name,
say Adept1, the
program will insert
automatically the
.mdb extension.
To avoid creating
this database in

the \ACCESS directory (the default directory chosen by
Access), either select the \SAMAPPS subdirectory, or a
working directory of your choice. We decided to save
this example on a floppy disc, therefore we clicked the

down arrow against the
Drives box, and
selected the A: drive.

Database: ADEPT1

r- New i Oprn

06. Tables
Ta

O
Fon '

Rind

Mato
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On pressing the OK
button, the Database
window, shown to the
left, opens. It is from
here that you can design
the various elements
that make up a
database, such as
Tables, Queries, Forms,
and Reports.



13. CREATING A TABLE

To design a database table, click the New button,
which displays the New Table, shown below to the right
of the Database window, with the two large buttons
Table Wizards and New Table. The first allows you to
automatically select from a list of pre -defined -.able
applications, while the second a lows you to start
designing a table from scratch.

Clicking the Table Wizards button, opens the dialogue
box shown at the lower right corner of the composite
screen dump below.
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The database we are going to create holds the
invoicing details which the firm Adept Consultants keep
on their clients. One table will hold the details of the
clients, while another will hold the actual invoice details.
Choose 'Customers' from the Sample Tables list o: the
Table Wizard dialogue box, to reveal a lis-. of
appropriate fields for that table.
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You can either select all the fields or you can select afew. For our example, we selected the following fields:Customerl D, OrganizationName, Address, City,Region, PostalCode, ContactName, PhoneNumber andFaxNumber, by highlighting each in turn and pressingthe M button.

Don't worry if these field names are not exactly whatyou want, as they can be changed easily. When youhave selected all the required field names, press theFinish button, which displays the Customers Tableready for you to enter information.
To redesign the table, including changing its fieldnames, click the Design View icon, or use the View,Table Design command, and edit the FieldName entries to those shown below. As eachfield name is highlighted, a Field Propertiesbox appears at the bottom of the screen, inwhich you should also edit. the nameappearing against the Field Caption, or remove italtogether.
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xx

1.1.01111=21M. Dater,.
Fri CustornedD Counte

IIII N anw_
_

-ext
lir Address Memo

IIE Town Number

Er county Date/Twee

IIE PostalCode Currency

MI Contact I tr

El Phone Yes/No
®Fax OLE 0

IN Order ext

Finally, first

Next, place the cursor at the end of the Data Type
descriptor of the C,ustomerlD field which causes a
down-arrow button to be displayed. Clicking this button.

d splays a drop -down
list of data types, as
shown here.

As we intend to use
the first four letters of
a company's name as
the CustomerlD field,
change the current
data type from
Counter to Text.

the Save icon (or use the File, Save
command) to save your cesign

then click the Datasheet
View icon (or use the View,
Datasheet command) to revert to
the Customers table so that ycu can

start entering information, as shows below.

La

click

Curttneel 101 Nate I Aokkaot I Town I SAM: I Post Cadet Contact
VONT VUHTL>:La Ltd Vic.* House SI Ausiel totnwal if -08 IFA Boon Storm

AVON AVON Constructran Rumor* House Suetlaid-m-Avon Warwickshire AV15 IOW John Wares

BAA R BARROWS Assoaares Barrows House Bodine, Cornwall P12214 Mandy Brown

STON ST ONEAGE Lid Ddie House Saar:buy Washes SB44 1BN Mee lions

PARK PARKWAY Gravel Agglegate House Btotol Avon 8555 = James Stone

WEST WESTWOOD Ltd Wept House Flyrnauth Devon PL22 14A Ma,:. Sem

GLOW GLOWORN Ltd Usti House Brighton Susses BR87 ADD Pete Sweets

SILV SILVERSMITH Co Refratsso House [mete Devon EX28 1FL Aden SmIll

WORM WORMGLA2E lid Glass House Wrchester Hampshee WN23 5TR Resod Glazes

EAU EAUNG E Nees Design Engne House Teuton Sorneset T N17 3ST Trevor Mies

HIRE HIRE Seems E papment Naemook House Bath Avon BAN 3WE Neale Webb

EURO EUROBASE Co Ltd Control House Penzance Cornwall TR15 ELK Sarah Ste

The widths of the above fields were changed so that all
fields could be visible on the screen at the same time.

To change the width of a
field, place the cursor on the
column separator until the
cursor changes to the vertical
split arrow, then drag the
column separator to the right

or left, to increase or decrease the width of the field.

Customs, 111+ Nawe
VUR I
AVON
BARR
ST ON

VORTEX Co Ltd
AVON Construction
BARROWS Assocrases
STONEAGE Ltd
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Sorting a Database Table

As you enter information into a database table, you
might elect to change the field headings by clicking the
Design Table icon and editing the Field Name entries. If
you do this, on return to the Customers table you will
find that the records have sorted automatically in
ascending order of the entries of the field n which you
left the cursor while in the Design Table.

Contact I Plume I Fox 0441441

Brian Storm 01776123344 01776-224466
John Waters 01657113355 01657221133 2

Mandy Brown 01554664422 01554-663311 3

Mice Irons 01765234567 01765-232332 4

James Stone 01534-987654 01534984567 5

Mary Sim 01234-667755 01234669988 6

Pees Summers 01432-746523 01432-742266 7

Adam Smih 01336997755 01336-996644 8

Richard Glazer 01123-654321 01123-651234 9

Trevor Mies 01336-010107 01336-010109 10

Nicole Webb 01875-558822 01875-552298 11

Satan Star 01736 098765 01736-098567 12

Counter,

If you want to
preserve the order in
which you entered
your data, then add
an Order field as the
last field of your
database table, and
select its data type
as Counter. This can
be done at any time,
even after you

finished entering all other information in your table.

Sorting a database table in ascending order of a

Counter type field, results in the database table
displaying in the order in which the data was originally
entered in that table. Above, we show the Contact field.
so that you can cross-check the original crder of your
Customer table, as well as the rest of the information in
that table not shown in the screen dump of the previous
page.

To sort a database table in ascending or descending
order of the entries of any field,AZ

A
place the cursor in the required field
apnedsccelincdkinthg iceSoond,

shownAsce here.
Sort

WithWith the keyboard, select the Records, Quick Sort
command, then choose either the Ascending or the
Descending option
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Applying a Filter to a Sort:
If you would like to sort and display only records that fit

selected cr teria, then click the Edit Filter/Sort
icon, shows here, or use the Records, Edit
Filter/Sort command, wh ch opens the Filter
dialogue box, shown below.

la 1.1. Cm F-FalOt
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The upper portion of the dialogue box displays all the
fields in the Customers table, while the lower portion is
where you enter your filter restrictions. In the above
example, we chose to view, in ascending order, the
records within the CustomersiD field that start with W -
we typed W* and Access displayed Like "W*".

On pressing the Filter Sort icon (shown here
top left), the Customers table displays with
only two entries, as seen in the above
composite screen dump To revert to the
display of all the records, press the Show All
Records icon (shown here bottom let.

To obtain extensive help on the subject, including an
Examples screen, use the Query Pointer on the Filter
dialogue box, then select Sorting and Filtering Records,
followed by Entering Criteria in a Query or Criteria.
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Using a Database Form

Once a table has been selected from tie Database
window, clicking the AutoForm icon, shown here, or

using the View Form command, auto-
matically displays each record of that table in
form view. The created form for the
Customers table is shown below.

4.
=to

12 Containers Del
' . : . : . II . : I ;

Unions ID: Ina-

Addilost IFI.valate ,  _....

10 -ram Siralloyd .,

County: amid, st.

P.,st Cod V15 20W

Conledt almWalses

Phew of .11
..,

fax: 01

Order:

Na  ". I. TNT al

descending order of a selected field

Forms can be
used to enter,
change or view
data. They are
mainly used to
improve the way in
which data is
displayed on the
screen.

Forms can also be
used to sort
records in a
database table in
ascending or

When you attempt to close a
new Form window, you will
be asked whether you would
like to save it. An Access
database can have lots of
different forms, each
designed with a different
purpose in mind. Saved
forms are displayed in the
Database window when you
press the Form button, as
shown here.

In a later chapter we will discuss Form design in some
detail, including their customisation.
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Working with Data

Adding Records in a Table: Whether you are in Table
view or Form view, to add a record, click the
New icor, shown here.

When in Table view, the cursor jumps to the
first empty record in the table (the one with

the asterisk in the box to the left of the first field) When
in Form view, Access displays an empty form which
can be used to adc a new record.

Finding Records in a Table: Whether you are in Table
or Form view, to find a record click the Find
icon, or use Edit, Find. This opens the
following dialogue box:

Table Cu%loiners neGavel N I Mama T.T. I Count! Pail Coilif Gated I Phone
AVON AVON ConsInAhon Flivemlie Haas SR.
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d -c,, A . c ..v.v..  , v AV15 20W Jahn Weft"
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man
w
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01 -010107ii-

01:36098765
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TALI EALING i '
EURO (UR N,.

Find III held: 'Customer10

7"GLOW UM.. - Fihd What r'
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01E75559872
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WORM ritiir 0'11 ir'11234E 65.467755ri
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Note the field name on the Title bar, whch is
CustomerlD, indicating that the cursor was on the
CustomerlD field before we clicked the Find iron or
selected the Find command.

To find all the records starting with w, we type w* in the
Find What box of the dialogue box and we search the
Current Field. The Current Field option can be
changed to All Fields. if you so wish. However, leaving
it as it is and pressing the Find First button, highlights
the first record wiTh the CustomerlD "WEST", as you
can see from the composite screen dump above.
Pressing the Find Next button highlights the next
record that matches our selected criteria.
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Deleting Records from a Table: To delete a record
when in Table view, point to the box to the left of the
record to highlight the entire record, as shown below,
then press the <Del> key.

WEST WESTWOOD Ltd uP hl House h Devoe PL22 1AA

4I

To delete a record when in Form view, first display the
record you want to delete, then use the Edit, Select
Record command to select the whole record, and
press the <Del> key.

In both cases you will be given a warning and you will
be asked to confirm your decision.

Delete, Insert, and Move Fields in a Table: To delete
a field from a table, close any forms that might be open,

then load the table from the Database
window, then press the Design View icon,
click the row selector to highlight the field you
want to remove, as shown below,

,J:tDri,erICI

Narno

Address

I_ °linty

Fn t I r-1,

ext

F.xt

Text
Teo
T rya

T est

Table: Customers

and press the Delete Row icon, shown here,
or use the Edit, Delete Row command.

To insert a field in a table, display the table in Design
View, and highlight the field above which you
want to insert the new field, and press the
Insert Row icon, shown here, or use the Edit,
Insert Row command.
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To move a field from its current to a new position in a
table, select the field you want to move, then point to
the row selector so that the mouse pointer is incliqed as
shown below, and drag the row to its new pcsition.

Note that while you are dragging the field, the mouse
pointer changes to the one pointing at the Name zield in
the above composite. Releasing the mouse button,
moves the Contact field to where the Name field is now
and pushes all other fields one row down.

Printing a Table View:
You can print a database table by clicking the Print

icon, or you can preview it on
screen by clicking the Preview icon.

However, printing directly from here,
produces a pre -defined
print-out, the format of
which you cannot
control effectively. For
example, the se ected
range in the Print
dialogue box, must be
contiguous. Also, even
though you can choose
to print in portrait or
landscape by pressing

the Setup button, you cannot control the printed font
size.

For a better method of producing a printed output, see
the Report Design section.
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Relational Database Design

In order to be able to discuss relational databases, we
will add to the current database an Orders table.

Open the Adept) database and use the New button on
the Database window to add an Orders table to it. Use
the Table Wizards and select Orders from the
displayed Sample Tables list. Next, select the five
fields displayed below under Fields in my new table
from the Sample Fields list, and press the Next button.

1=3 Table Wizard

The Table Wizard creates a new table to store data The data in a 'able is
organized in rows and columns

Select a sample table, then select the sample held you want and click the ">"
button. The fields soot select become columns in you) new table.

Semple Tables-. See* Fields. Fields n my new table.
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This displays the
adjacent dialogue
box in which you
can, if you want
to, change the
name of the table.

Click the 'Set the
primary key
myself option and
press the Next

button to select OrderlD as the key field.
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The key field must be unique in a table, anc the
OrderlD field satisfies this requirement. This field is
used by Access for fast searches.
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Now press the Next
button and click the
Numbers and/or
letters I enter
when I add new
records option
shown on the
adjacent dialogue
box. Finally, press
the Finish buttcn.

Next, use the Design Table facility, as discussed
previously, to chance the Data Types of the selected
Field Names to those displayed below.

Fold Name Data Type

Table: Orders

I_
p ,

OrderlD
CustomerlD
EmployeelD
0 rderD ate
ShipD ate

Text
Text
T exti

Date/Time
Date/Time

ill

The information you need to enter in the Orders table is
shown below.

.
Older ID

Table: Orders
Customs, ID Distorts ID Oder Date

a
Shia DateL 94085V0P1 VOR T A.D Smith 20/03/95 10;04/95

94097AV0 AVON W A Brown 25/03/95 14,134/95_
94099BAR BARR S.F Adams 01/04/95 02:05/95
95002S T 0 S T ON CH Wills 20/04/95 25:05/95- 95006PAR PARK AD Smith 13/05/95 16:06/95
95010WES WEST WA Brown 15/05/95 26:06/95
95018GL0 GLOW L S Stevens 25/06/95. 19:07/95
95025S I L SILV S.F Adams 28/06/95 22:07/95
95023W0R WORM C H Wils 20/07/95. 13108/95

95039EAL EALI A.D Smith 30/07/95 25.'08/95
95045H IR HIRE WA Brown 18/08/95 08.'09/95

_ 95051EUR EURO L S. Stevens 25/08/95 19/09/95
95064AV0 AVON S.F. Adams 20/09/95 15110/95

ijORecord.11 lot 13 I II pil
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Relationships

Information held in two or more tables of a database is
normally related in some way. In our case, the two
tables, Customers and Orders, are related by the
CustomerlD field.

To build up relationships between tables,
return to the Database window and press the
Relationships icon on the Tool bar, shown
here. This opens the following window in
which the index field in each table is

emboldened.

You can build relationships between tables by dragging
a field name from one
table into another. In
our example, we have
dragged CustomerlD
from the Customers
table (by pointing to it,
pressing the left
mouse button, and
while keeping the

pressed, dragging the pointer) to the
required field in the other table, in this case CustomerlD
in the Orders table. Releasing the mouse button opens
the following dialogue boxes (the second one by
pressing the Join Type button on the first one).
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.- Relationships IM '
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On the Join Properties dialogue box you can specify
the type of join Access should create in new queries -
more about this later. For the present, press tt-e OK
button on the Join Properties dialogue box, to close it,

then check the
Enforce Referential
Integrity box in the
Relationships dialogue
box, and press the
Create button. Access
creates and displays
graphically the chosen
type of relationship in

the Relationships window shown here. Note the
relationship "1 customer to many (f: ) orders" symbolism
in the Relationships window.

Because Access is a relational database, data can be
used in queries from more than one table at a time. As
we have seen, if the database contains tables with
related data, the relationships can be defined easily.
Usually, the matching fields have the same name. as in
our example of Customers and Orders tables. In the
Customers table. the CustomerslD field is the primary
field and relates to the CustomersID field in the Orders
table - there can be several orders in the Orders table
from one customer in the Customers table.

The various types of relationships are as follows:

Inherited - for attaching tables from another
Access database. The original relationships of
the attached database can be used in the current
database.

Referential - for enforcing -elationships between
records according to certain rules, when you add
or delete records in related tables belonging to
the same database. For example, you can only
add records to a related table, if a matching
record already exists in the primary table, and
you cannot delete a record from the primary table
if matching records exist in a related table.
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Viewing and Editing Relationships

To view the current relationships betweer tables in a
database, activate the Database window and press the
Relationships icon. This displays the now familiar
Relationships window.

rile [AM View Releltonchlps Window
Moues.* Access
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To edit a relationship, double-click the left mouse
button at the position shown on the above screen
dump. The tip of the mouse pointer must be on the
inclined line joining the two tables in the Relationships
window, as shown, before Access will respond. If you
have difficulty with this action, first point to the
relationship line and click once to embolden it, then use
the Relationships, Edit Relationship command.
Either of these two actions will open the Relationships
dialogue box in which you can change the various
options already discussed.

A given relationship can easily be removed altogether,
by first activating it (pointing and clicking to embolden
it), then pressing the <Del> key. A confirmation
dialogue box will be displayed. To delete a table, you
must first detach it from other tables, then select it in
the Database Window and press the <Del> key. Think
before you do this!
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Creating an Additional Table

As an exercise, create a third table using the Table
Wizards and select Invoices from the displayed
Sample Tables list. Next, select the five fields
displayed below - the names and their data types have
been changed using the Design Table facility.

InvoicelD Text
CustomerlD Text

Date Dater ime
Amount Currency
Pare 112111

Next, enter the data given below anc buld up
appropriate relationships between the Invoices table.
the Customers table and the Orders table, as shown
overleaf.

Invoice No I Customm ID I Data Amount I Paid? 1ENE VCR T 10/04/95 £12084 No
AD 9502 AVON 14/04/95 £10352 Yes
AD 9503 BARR 02/05/95 £9932 No
AD9504 STON 25/05/95 £5598 No
AD 9505 FARK 16/06/95 £180.22 No
AD 9506 WEST 26/06/95 £68.52. No
AD9507 GLOW 19/07/95 £111.56 No
AD 9508 SILV 22/07/95 E123 45 Yes
AD9509 WORM 13/08/95 £35.87 No
AD9510 EALI 25/08/95 £58.95 No
AD 9511 I- IRE 08/09/95 £29000 No
AD9512 EURO 19/09/95 £15000 No
AD9513 t VON 15/10/95 £13500 No
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The relationships between the three tables should be
arranged as follows:

... Relationships iff 7
Customers Orders

0 i

1
OrdadD

Name

Address
Town
County

OD CustomedD

E mpioyeel D

0 rderD ate

ShIptlite
Post Code

Canted
Phone Invoices

Fax

L -les

ImsaiceiD

CustornerID
Date
Amount
Paid?

ra-
L1,1-)

It is important teat you should complete the above
exercise, as it consolidates what we have done so farand, in any case, we Mil be using all three tables in
what comes next.
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14. CREATING A QUERY

You create a query so that you can ask questions about
the data in your database tables. For example, you
could find out whether you have more than one order
from the same customer in our Adept database.

Before carrying on, use Windows' File Manager to copy
adeptl.mdb to adept2.mdb. We suggest you do this
fairly frequently to make a backup of your database, in
case a file gets corrupted. Next, start Access, load
Adept1, and in the Database window click the Query
button, followed by the New button which displays the
New Query dialogue box.

Musson Access
iis pew

111,Y.

C

g
p
II

iF111111223:321MM

OK

Cancel

This wizard aeatee a query that finds duplicate max&
(towel in a eingis table a query.

Ti

Next, click the Query Wizards button which opens the
Query Wizards dialogue box, shown in the composite
screen dump above, and select the Find Duplicates
Query option. On clicking OK, The Find Duplicates
Query Wizards dialogue box is displayed, as shown on
the next page.
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Select Query screen.

From the displayed
database tables in
this dialogue box,
select the Orders
table and press the
Next button.

On the following
dialogue box select
CustomerlD as the
field you want to
check for duplicate
values, then press the
a:1 button, followed
by the Next button.

Finally, select the
additional fields you
would like to see
along with the
duplicate values, by
selecting those you
want from the next
dialogue box, either
one at a time or, if
you decide to select
all of them, as shown
here, by clicking the

button. Clicking
the Finish button
displays the following

12 Select Query: Find duplicates for Orders DDCustostor ID Order ID E1111,101,00 ID Ord*, Date Shy Data-L 95064Avo 9 F Adams 25/00/95 15/10/05
AVON 941:197AV0 W A Blown 25103/95 14/04195

Recall ci 2  N

If you examine the original Orders table, you will indeed
find that it contains two orders from AVON.
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Types of Queries

The query we have created so far, is known as the
Select Query, which is the most common type of query.
However, with Access you can also create and use
other types of queries, as follows

Crosstab query - used to present data with row
and column headings, just I ke a spreadsheet. It
can be used to summarise large amounts of data
in a more readable form.

Action query - used to make changes to many
records in one operation. For example. you might
like to remove from a given table all records that
meet certain criteria, make a new tab e, or
append records to a table. Obviously, This type of
query has to oe treated with care!

Union query - used to match fields from two or
more tables.

Pass -through query - used to pass commands
to an SQL (see below) database.

Data -definition query - used to create, change,
or delete tables in an Access database using
SQL statements.

SQL stands for Structured Query Language, often used
to query, update, and manage relational databases.
Each query createc by Access has an associated SQL
statement that defines the action of that query. Thus, if
you are familiar with SQL, you can use such statements
to view and modify queries, or set form and report
properties. However, these actions can be done more
easily with the QBE (query -by -example) grid, to be
discussed next. If you design union queries,
pass -through queries, or data -definition queries, then
you must use SQL statements, as these type of queries
can not be designed with the QBE grid. Finally, to
create a subquery. you use the QBE grid, but you enter
an SQL SELECT statement for criteria, as we shall see
in the next QBE grid example.
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The Query Window

The Query window is a graphical query -by -example
(QBE) tool. Because of Access' graphical features, you
can use the mouse to select, drag, and manipulate
objects in the query window to define hcw you would
like to see your data.

An example of a ready made Query window can be
seen by selecting the Find duplicates for Orders query
and clicking the Design button on the Database
window. This action opens the Select Query dialogue
box shown below.

You can add a table to the top half of the Query window
by simply dragging the table from the Database
window. Similarly, you can add fields to the bottom half
of the Query window (the QBE grid) by dragging fields
from the tables on the top half of the Query window. In
addition, the QBE grid is used to select the sort order of
the data, or insert criteria, such as SQL statements.
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To see the full SQL SELECT statement written by
Access as the criteria selection when we first defined
the query, widen the width of the first field, as follows:

Feld
Sort

Show
r.siekk

MEM liar
A:c ening

IZ
I, (SELECT rustome4101 FROM prdersIA: 7 rnp GROUP Bl." rustomefID, HAVING Countf*P.

.1- 1 1.

Note the part of the statement which states 'As Tmp
GROUP'. Access collects the data you want as a
temporary group, called a dynaset. This special set of
data behaves like a table, but it s not a table; it is a
dynamic view of tie data from one or more tables,
selected and sortec by the particular query.

Creating a New Query:
Below, we show a composite screen created by clicking
the New button on the Database window, then clicking
the New Query button on the New Query dialogue box.
This opens both the Select Query and the Add Table
dialogue boxes. The Invoices and Customers tables
were then added to the Select Query window.

.[ I1.'....

Frk--11-11-1-4;1
-111.1=52M111111111

-511111/111t9 ass Ids&

1-

I Carol

arr

'aimummilimanzmommo

veomef "
41

Fa9999

vfw
Tear& r gamin r as&
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Adding Fields to a Query Window:
Below we show a screen in which the Paid? and
InvoicelD fields have been dragged from the Invoices
table and added to the Query window. In addition, theName and Contact fields have been dragged from the
Customers table and placed on the Query window,
while the Phone field from the Customers table is about
to be added to the Query window.

Invom10
,sorrnif

['de
Mary
Pe.1'

Zorn
Crory
Poe Code

Con1W1

Select Ouety: Cluetyl

*I 1

Sat
Star

Gait No

.1

Nn "

Having dragged all five fields from the two tables onto
the QBE grid, we have added the word No as thecriteria on the Paid? field and selected Ascending asthe Sort for the Invoicel D field.

Note that the Invoices and Customers tables are joined
by a line that connects the two CustomerlD fields. The
join line was created when we designed the tables and
their relationships in the previous chapter. Even if youhave not created these relationships, Access will join
the tables in a query automatically when the tables areadded to a query, provided each table has a field with
the same name and a compatible data type and one ofthose fields is a primary key. A primary field is
displayed in bold in the Query window.
If you have not created relationships between yourtables yourself, or Access has not joined your tables
automatically, you can still use related data in your
query by joining the tables in the Query window.
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Clicking the Run icon on the Tocl bar, shown here,
instantly displays all the unpaid invoices with
the details you have asked for, as fo lows

Pad., Inyoece No

'Ft
s.

AL

Select Ouety: Unpaid Invoices
Namelf f- Lid

No AD35113 BARROWS Assoctates
No A095134 STONEAGE Ltd
No AD95115 PARKWAY Gravel
No AD9506 WESTWOOD lid
No AD9507 GLOWORM Lid
No AD9509 WORMGLAZE Ltd
No AD9510 EALING Encases Deur
No AD9511 HIRE Some (simplest
No A09512 EUROBASE Co Ltd
No AD9513 AVON Canstruction

Bean Stu,
Mandy Btomn
Miteltons
James Stone
Mary Sim
Pete Suer..
Thawed Glue.
Timm Mies
Nicole Webb
S meth Star

John Waters

Cooled Phone
01775 :23344
01554664422
01765234567
01534-9137654

01234-667755
01432-746523
01123 651321
01336010107
01975550922
01736 099755
01657 113355

To save your newly created query use the File, Save
Query As command, and give it a name such as
'Unpaid Invoices'.

Types of Criteria:
Access accepts the following expressions as criteria:

Arithmetic Operators Comparison Operators Logicai Operators

* Multiply < Less than And And

/ Divide <= Less than or equal Or Inclusive or

+ Add > Greater than Xor Exclusive or

- Subtract >= Greater than or ecual Not Not equivalent

= Equal Eqv Equivalent

<> Not equal Imp Implication

Other operators

Between Between 50 Anc 150 All values between 50 and 150

In In("Bath","Bristol") All records with Bath and Bristol

Is Is Null All records with no value in that field

Like Like "Brian - All records with Brian something n field

& [Name]&" "&[Surname] Concatenates strings
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Combining Criteria

By specifying additional criteria in a Query window you
can create powerful queries for viewing your data. In
the examples below we have added the field Amount to
our Unpaid Invoices query.

The AND Criteria with Different Fields: When you
insert criteria in several fields, but in the same row,
Access assumes that you are searching for records that
meet all of the criteria. For example, the criteria below
list the following records:

Fiat
Sot

Show
Ghia

5 see eel

Between 50 And 150 lee "1.4.-

*I I
4

Select Ouery: Unpaid Invoices
mama No Nano

l35 AVESUE EIAMML
No E55 9B Aft9504 S1 ONE AGE lid

3
No E68 52 AD9505 WESTWOOD Lid

Mend/Brown
M. e Irons
May Sim

Plums
'1.54 M 44

01765 234567
01234467755

The OR Criteria with the Same Field: If you include
multiple criteria in one field only, then Access assumes
that you are searching for records that meet any one of
the specified criteria. For example, the criteria <50 or
>100 in the field Amount, shown below, list the required
records, only if the No in the Paid? field is inserted in
both rows.

fteEtk. Peet Inv.. Nan: Conan 4,AareK*12
Short',

Gioia
Of

El N N
No 150
No ,100

.t I
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Select Query: Unpaid Invoices
1.4odil *awed Amok* Na Maas Coniaot 1 Mono J

L12084 AD9501 VORTE> Co Ltd
No El BO 22 AD9505 PARKWAY burred James SKr,. 0 534 967654
No EIII 56 AD9507 GLOWORM Ltd Pew Saunas 01432446523
No 135 87 AD9509 WOAMCLAZE Lid Recnood Glue 01123454321
No 129300 AD9511 HIRE Seo8ce Epupner4 N.cole Webb 018751538822
No 1150 03 AD9512 EURO8ASE Co Lid Satoh Sts 01 7364913765
No E1 35 00 809513 AVON C.snstnAcoor, John Waters 01657 113355

The OR Criteria with Different Fields: If you include
multiple criteria in different fields, but in different rows,
then Access assumes that you are searching for
records that meet either one or the other of the
specified criteria. For example, the criteria Yes ii the
Paid? field and the criteria <50 in tne Amount field, but
in different rows, list the following records.

ft*/
Sat

Shaw
Gaeta

or

Pad/ Amount I rtvaccID Name L_LvItaLY

As, I 1....
TA I. . E

,e,

"i.
On I.r-

Select Ouen,c Unpaid Invoices
Nadi Amounl Imam Ne Name Contact Phone

110352 A09502 AVON ConstmsLoon Johns...4ms 016Y 1131,"..1,

Yes 112345 AD95013 SILVERSMITH Co Aden Srnah 01 316-997755

No E 35 87 809509 WORI4GLAZE Ltd Rchad Glaze 01123-651321

The AND and OR Criteria Together: The following
choice of criteria will cause Access to retreve either
records that have Yes in the Paid? field and the
company's name starts with the letter A, or recorcs that
the invoice amount is less than £50.

Flea
Sat

Shaw
CM.,

a

!-1.' i-tvace1D Nam Contact _wm
Ascenclinyki ,,______

Ni Fl
P, Ilus1A11

47

.11 I ..,
' 1.1
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The retrieved records from such a query are shown
below.

Select Ouery: Unpaid Invoices

Using Wildcard Characters in Criteria:
In the previous example we used the criteria A* to
mean any company whose name starts with the letter
A. The asterisk in this criteria is known as a wildcard
character.

To search for a pattern. you can use the asterisk (*)
and the question mark (7) as wildcard characters when
specifying criteria in expressions. An asterisk stands for
any number of characters, while a question mark
stands for any single character in the same position as
the question mark.

The following examples show the use of wildcard
characters in various types of expressions:

Entered Expression Meaning Examples
a? Any two -letter word

beginning with A
am, an, as, at

???d Any four-letter word
ending with d

find, hand, land
yard

Sm?th Any five -letter word
beginning with Sm
and ending with th

Smith
Smyth

fie* Any word starting
with the letters fie

field, fiend, fierce,
fiery

*ght Any word ending
with ght

alight, eight, fight,
light, might, sight

*/5/95 All dates in May '95 1/5/95
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15. USING FORMS & REPORTS

You can use forms to find, edit, and add data in a

convenient manner. Access provices you with an easy
way of designing various types of forms, some of which
are discussed here. Forms look gcod on screen, but do
not produce very good output on paper, whereas
reports are designed to look good on paper, but do not
necessarily look good on screen.

Using the Form Wizards

Using the Form Wizards, you cal easily display data
from either a table or a query in form view.

In the Database window, first click on the Form button,
then click the New button which opens the New Form
dialogue box in which you must choose either a table or
a query on which to base the new form. In the screen
dump below, we have chosen the Invoices table.

Database: ADEPT1

Mew pen I Qesign

New Form

Select A lable/Queor

1:1:72
C ss172imesz
C istomets Aichive
F and du 'males 101 I idr :

Monthl Invoices

Fon littatds II ink F01111

Cancel
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Next, click the Form Wizards button which displays the
Form Wizards
dialogue box,
shown here. As
you can see.
there are five
different types of
forms available
for you to choose
from. The list
below explains
their function.

Type of Form Function

Single -Column Displays fields in a single column.

Tabular Displays each record as a row of fields.

Graph Displays data graphically.

Main/Subform Displays a form that conta ns another
form. This form allows data from related
tables to be viewed at the same time.

AutoForm Displays a simple form automatically.

Customising a Form:
You can customise a form by changing the appearance

of text, data, and any other attributes. To
have a look at some of these options, double
click on Form1 to display the Customers
form, then click the Design View button on
the Tool bar. What appears on your screen is

shown on the next page.

As you can see, a form in Design View is made up of
boxes attached to a grid. Clicking at the Couity box, for
example, causes markers to appear around it. When
the mouse pointer is then placed within either the label
box or data box, it changes to a hand whic-i indicates
that you can drag the box to a new position.
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If you look more closely at the markers around the label
and data boxes, you will see that they are of different
size, as shown below.

I

Name. Jame
. . . . .

The larger ones are 'move' handles, while the smaller
ones are 'size' handles. In the above example you can
use the 'move' handles of either the label or the data
box to move one ndependently of the other. The label
box can also be sized. To size the data box, click on it
so that the markers appear around it.

Boxes on a form can be made larger by simply pointing
to the sizing handles and dragging them in the
appropriate direction.
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In addition to moving and enlarging label and data

boxes, you can further customise a form with the use of

the various new buttons that appear on the Tool bar

when in Design View, shown below.

'IQ MS Sans Serif
mi

Font name

Palette

Toggles Tool box oniort

11\ Italic
Bold Justification

Font SIZC selection

Font size

Font name selection

Do try and experiment with moving and sizing label and

data boxes and also increasing their font size. If you

don't like the result, simply don't save it. Skills gained

here will be used in Report design.

You can find out the function of each tool on the

Toolbox, by pointing to each icon and holding the

mouse pointer on it. A description of its function will

appear against the tool.

Using the Report Wizards

To produce a report of the Unpaid Invoices query, click

the Report button on the Database window and select

the Unpaid Invoices query in the New Report dialogue

box. The steps for this procedure are identical to those

used to produce a new form.

Next, click the Report Wizards button and select the

Tabular repert from the displayed 7 types of reports (the

last one of these is the MS Word Mail Merge report, but

to see it you must scroll down the list).

Now, select all the fields (except for the Paid? field)

which are to appear on your report and click the Next

button, then select the InvoicelD field as the sort field,

and accept all subsequent default settings. The report

is created for you and displayed.
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However, this created report is not quite acceptable.
The problem is mainly the fact that all text fields are left
justified within thex columns, while numerical fields are
right justified. To change the position of the numeric
fields, we must display the report in Design View. To do
this, use the View, Toolbars command, highlight the
Report Design item in the Toolbars list of the displayed
dialogue box and click the Show button, followed by
the Close button.

This displays an additional Tool bar which allows you
access to the Design View button. Clicking this button
displays the Report as follows:

ARMS

ed

8

CB

O

et Report Header

Unpaid Invoices

-Now(

4 P Header

Order ID IAN*

rderlD

oi

0

f Paws Footet

Amount InvoicelD

a
Er(
IL

1141

f Report Footer

S umfiAmo tint' )

Use the mouse to move the Amount data box, the
=Sum([Amount]) data box and the double lines above it
to the left, and then right justify the text in the Amount
label and data boxes and the formula at the bottom of
the screen. as shown overleaf.
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IF Dotal

tectetlI,

-5amMIAtonatatt'

The corresponding report is now as follows:

unpaid Invokes

19 .11,/ d 

Ora., ID Arodat 1 No

91002510 /120 64 A09301 TORTEXCe Ltd

95006 PAR 1105 52 AD9 502 AVON .

9 50 I0 WE! 199 32 AD9503 BARROWS A........

95018010 83591 AD9 504 STONEAGE Ltd

95025311 1110 22 AD9 505 PARKWAY Gt.,.

9 50 29 WDI /68 52 A39506 WESTWOOD L

95039 9A. 1111 56 AD9 507 0 LOWORM Ltd

9 3041MP 9123 41 ADO UN SILVERSIATTli

9 50 51 E UR t 35 117 A59509 WORE/GLAZE Ltd

9 5061AV I L58 95 AD9510 EALING

1.11611121

This layout is obviously far more acceptable than that of
the original report created by the Report Wizards.

* * *

Access has many more features than the ones covered
in the limited space allocated to it here. However, we
hope we have covered enough features of the program
to have given you the confidence needed to make you
want to explore Access more fully.
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records to a table 147
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AutoContent Wizard . 127
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Axis labels (Excel) 115
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axis labels (Excel) .. 115
default options ... 32, 35
fonts (Excel) 82
fonts (Word) .. 54
page layout 34
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text (Word) 54
text alignment (Excel) 82
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view 30

Character font 54
Charts (Excel) 103

Chart types 116
ChartWizard 105
ClipArt 133
Close

document 38
w ndow 13

Column chart 103
Context sensitive help .. 26
Cont-ol

menu box (Word) . 20
Copy command 39, 42
Copying sheets 98
Creating

database query 161
paragraph style 65

Criteria (Access) .. 163
Cue cards

Access 138
PowerPoint .... 126

Customising a chart 113
Cut command 39

D
Database

criteria 163
elements 140
forms 146
managemert 135
query 157
sorting 144
tables .... 135, 141, 155

Default options 32
Delete text 43
Deleting fields & records 148
Design view (Access) 142
Dialogue boxes .... 11, 15
Display modes 30
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Document
basics 27
edit 39
formatting 53
print preview 52
printing 49
screen displays 30
styles 64
templates 67
views 30

Double line spacing 57
Drag & Drop text 43
Draw tool (PowerPoint) 122

E
Edit

copy, cut, paste 42
function key (Excel) 79
line (Excel) 75
undo (Excel) 90
undo (Word) 44,53

Editing
documents 39
relationships (Access)154

Entering
formulae & numbers 87
text (Excel) 87
text (Word) 27

Excel
examples & demos 72
screen 70

F
Field (Access) 135
File

close 10, 38
command 14
open, print 49
run 3
save 30
summary info 37
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a range by example 86
a worksheet 79

Find & Replace 44
Finding records 147
Footers (Excel) 92, 94
Forms (Access) ... 146, 167
Formatting

bar (Word) .... 20, 22, 23
entries (Excel) 86
page tabs 63
quick keys 55
styles (Excel) 83
styles (Word) 64
text 53

Freezing panes (Excel) . 102

G
Getting familiar with

Excel 72
PowerPoint 125
Word 18

Go To
box (word) 24

Grouping worksheets 77

H

Hanging indents 60
Hardware requirements .. 2
Headers (Excel) 92, 94
Help

command 25
menu (Access) 139
menu (Excel) 73
menu (PowerPoint) . 126
menu (Word) 26

Icons MS -Office 7

Indentation 58
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Insert
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chart (Excel) 105
ClipArt image 133
worksheets 76
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Installing

MS -Office 3

Office components 6

L
Landscape orientation 33, 51
Layout

mode 31

page 34
Linking sheets 100
LPT1 port 49

M
Manipulating
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windows 10

Margins 32
Master document 31

Maximise window 12
Menu bar (Word) 13, 20, 21
Minimise window 12
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page layout 34
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around a document 28
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between sheets (Excel)76
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windows 11

MS -Office
components 6
icons 7
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N
Naming charts (Excel) .. 111
Normal

mode 30
style, template ... 29

Notes pages view ... .. 124

0
OLE 1

Opening a worksheet ... 85
Orientation 33, 51
Outline

mode (Word) 30
view (PowerPoint) .. 123

P
Page

breaks 47
set-up (Excel) 92
set-up (Word) 32
layout 34
layout mode 31
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orientation 33, 51
set-up 32
tabs 63

Pane freeze 102
Paper settings ..... 33
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alignment ....... 56
spacing 57
style (Word) 65

Parallel printer port 49
Paste command .... 39, 42
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Pie chart 116
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PowerPoint
screen 120
views 123
Wizards 121

Pre -defined charts 111
Preview document 52
Print

document 49
orientation 33, 51
preview ...... 52, 92
table view ...... 149
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Printer ports 49
Program icons 7
Pull down menus 14

Q
Query (Access) 157
Quick key formatting .... 55
Quick preview

Excel 72
Word 18

R
Record (Access) 135
Relational database .. 150
Relationships (Access) 152
Relative address 101
Reports (Access) . 167, 170
Resizing windows 12
Restore

buttons 20, 21
windows 12

Replacing text 44
Ruler area (Word) ... 20, 22

S
Save As command .. 36, 87
Save

icon 61, 107
command 36, 84

Saving
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charts (Excel) 111

Screen display
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Excel 70
PowerPoint 120
Word 19
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Search & replace 44
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Selection
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Shortcut
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Slide
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Excel 69
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Word 17
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Style
formatting 64
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Table
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Wizard 141
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copying 42
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Drag & Drop 43
editing 39
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command 44
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formatting 53
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Help (Excel) 73
Help (PowerPoint ... 126
Help (Word) 25
Report Wizards 170
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PowerPoint 123
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Window command

Excel 78
Word 10
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COMPANION DISC TO THIS BOOK
This book contains many pages of file/grogram listings. There is no
reason why you should spend hours typing -hem into your
computer, unless you wish to do so, or need the practice.

The COMPANION DISC for this book comes in 3.5 -inch format with
all the example listings.

COMPANION DISCS for most books written by the same author(s)
and published by BERNARD BABANI (publishing) LTD, are also
available and are listed at the front of this book. Make sure you fill
in your name and address and specify the book number and title in
your order.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

To obtain your copy of the companion disc, fill it the order form
below or a copy of it, enclose a cheque (payable to P.R.M. Oliver)
or a postal order, and send it to the adcress below.

Book
No.

Book
Name

Unit
Price

Total
Price

BP £3.50

BP £3.50

BP £3 50

Name
Address

Sub -total

P&P
(@ 45p/disc)

Total Due

£

£

£

Send to: P.R.M. Oliver, CSM, Pool, Redruth, Cornwall, TR15 3SE

PLEASE NOTE
The author(s) are fully responsible for providing this Companion Disc service The publishers of this
book accept no responsibility for the supply quality, or magnetic contents of the disc, or in respect of
any damage, or injury that might be suffered or caused by its use
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Bernard Babani Books

MS -Office one step at a time
If you are a PC user and want to get started with
MS-Offices's applications; Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Access, as quickly as possible,
then this book is for you; no previous knowledge is
assumed.

The book explains:-
 How to benefit from the built-in Demo and Help

system, and how to become familiar with the
Office environment and its four applications.

 How to use Word to enter, edit and enhance text
and how to use document page layouts, para-
graph styles and document templates to format
your work.

 How to use Excel to build up simple spreadsheet
examples, format your work, generate 3-D work-
sheets, generate and add graphs to a worksheet.

 How to use PowerPoint to design a presentation
in the shortest possible time.

 How to use Access to create a relational data-
base, design forms, queries and reports so that
you manage your system.

BP 402

i5.95 9

ISBN 0-85934-402-9
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